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Murray Human Rights
Commission recommends
anti-bullying ordinance

-Edwardsville 7

By HAWIONS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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The Murray Human Rights Commission approved a resolution
Monday to recommend an anti-bullying ordinance to the city
council.
The proposed ordinance will be presented to the council for a
vote at its scheduled Jan. 24 meeting. Dr.
Beane of Bully Free Systems, LLC, in
— who helped the commission craft theardi•
nance — will speak about the content ofthe.
ordinance at both the 6:30 p.m. council media'
and the public safety committee prior to that.
Beane said he and his wife also planned to give
$1,000 in materials to both Murray and
Calloway County school districts for anti-bullying education.
The proposed ordinance states that "civil,
Cofer
peaceful, and safe schools, businesses, and other
community environments/settings are necessary for the wellbeing, health, happiness, and productivity of individuals.
Therefore, the expectation is that all individuals in the City of
Murray will conduct themselves in a manner in keeping with
their levels of development, maturity, and demonstrated capabilities with a proper regard for the rights and welfare of others."

Staff Report

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
THE FROZEN TUNDRA OF THE QUAD: A student walks past a large ice puddle Monday
morning as she and others walk to their classes to begin the 2013 spring semester at
Murray State University. This puddle was located in the area known as the Quad on campus. It was caused after water from heavy rains over the weekend turned to a sheet of ice
as temperatures sank into the low 20s as students began their day.

•See Page 3

Jimmy John's plans to open
restaurant on North 12th St.
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandwiches is planning to locate near
the corner of 12th and Olive streets, and the restaurant's plans are
up for review this week by the Murray Planning Commission and
Board of Zoning Adjustments.
According to the staff report from the Murray Planning
Department, Mike Noonan is proposing to purchase the property

Cases continued in Circuit Court
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Three cases of interest all were continued
Monday in Calloway Circuit Court.
The case of James Sasse, 28, of Murray was
continued until Feb. 15 by Judge Dennis Foust.
Sasse is accused of causing a wreck that resulted in the death of Calloway County farmer
Danny Pittman last May on Ky. 121 near New

Concord. That crashed also seriously injured
Pittman's wife, Patsy.
Faust appointed Ches Clark as Sasse's attorney in November after having appeared without a defender in October, thus delaying the
case. Monday, though, the prosecution in the
case asked for a continuance. Commonwealth
Attorney Mark Blankenship said the Kentucky

•See Page 3

According to several sourcesl
Gov. Steve Beshear is planning
to be present in Murray:
Wednesday morning for a!
major industry announcement.
The announcement is scheduled for 11:30.
•
a.m. in the''
Murray Room,
on the ground'
floor of the
CFSB Center.,
It is unconfirmed at this
time
what
company
might be planBeshear
ning to move
to Murray. _Although sources
confimied the governor's current plans. it should be noted
that his schedule is always subject to change on short notice,
depending on events.
Wednesday's announcement
should mark the second time
Beshear has visited Murray for
an economic announcement in
the last two months. On Nov.
29, 2012, Beshear appeared at

II See Page 3
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McConnell visits Afghanistan, Israel

Conway says he's taking serious look at goiferndr's faCe

By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States
should keep a residual force of about 10,000 in
Afghanistan after combat forces leave at the
end of 2014, the Senate Republican leader said
Monday after a series of meeting with military
leaders in the country.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, who led a congressional delegation to 'Afghanistan and Israel.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - One of
Kentucky's most recognizable political figures is letting a bevy of would-be candidates
know they may have to get past him if they
want to be the state's next governor.
Democratic Attorney General Jack
Conway told The Associated Press he's taking "a very, very serious look" at running in
the 2015 election, a move that could ward
off some potential challengers-for his party's
nomination to replace Gov. Steve Beshear.
"To me, it's still awfully early," he said
Friday. "But there's been a lot of jockeying.

•See Page 3

WEATHER

Tuesday: Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 30s.
Northeast winds around 10
mph.
Tuesday night: Partly
cloudy. Lows in the lower 20s.

North winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s. West
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 20s.
Thursday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s.
Thursday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 20s.
Friday: Mostly clear. Highs
44 to 50.
Friday night: Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 30s.
Saturday: Mostly clear.
Highs 44 to 50.
Saturday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 30s.
Sunday: Mostly clear. Highs
44 to 50.
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It seems the ink wasn't
dry
even
on
Steve
Beshear's re-election and
people were already talking about it."
Three statewide campaigns in the past five
years have enhanced
Conway's name recognition. He was elected attorConwaY
ney general in 2007 and reelected in 2011. He ran in a
high-profile race for U.S. Senate in 2010,
which he ended up losing to Republican
Rand Paul. Altogether, Conway has spent
about $10 million in those three races,

largely on TV advertising that built his
brand.
Conway had about twice that much spent
against him, making him a familiar face to
nearly every family in Kentucky.
For now, Conway said he intends to con,
centrate on doing his job as attorney general and will deal with the governor's race
later.
"There's still a lot of time," he said. "If
think l can be successful in accomplishing.
some things, then I will sit down and talk to
my family about it. and well make a family

IN See Page 3

Eggners Ferry
bridge lane
restrictions
announced
Special to the Ledger
A contractor for AT&T
planned to restrict traffic on the
U.S. 68/KY 80 Eggners Ferry
Bridge starting Monday.
The lane restriction is to
allow conduit and a new fiber
optic cable to be placed along
the bridge structure, according
to KeithTodd, public inforrnationofficer for the Kentucky
Cabinet's
Transportation
District One and Two. This
cable replaces a communications line that was severed
when the 8200-ton ocean-going
Cargo Ship Delta Mariner
struck the bridge last year,
knocking a 300 ft. span into
Kentucky Lake.

•See Page 3

AP Photo/Carlos Osorio
KENTUCKY PROUD: General Motors recently unveiled its newly redesigned Corvette
Stingray in a formal industrial complex, the night before press days at the North American
International Auto Show in Detroit. When 1,000 GM engineers and designers started work
on the next-generation Corvette, they began with the usual priority list for a muscle cart
Killer looks. Big engine. Fast. But topping the list was something that belies the roar of the
Chevrolet's giant V-8: Gas mileage. The General Motors Bowling Green Assembly Plant is
the "Home of the Corvette."
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Obama demands quick action to raise debt limit
ay JUUE PACE
AP White -louse Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack
Obama demanded on Monday that lawmakers
raise the nation's $16.4 trillion federal debt limit
quickly, warning that "Social Security benefits
and veterans' checks will be delayed" if they don't
and cautioning Republicans not to insist on cuts to
government spending in exchange.
"They will not collect a ransom in exchange for
not crashing the economy," he said at the 21st and
final news conference of his first term. "The full
faith and credit of the United States of America is
not a bargaining chip. And they better decide
quickly because time is running short."
Answering questions for about an hour. Obama
also said he will soon ask Congress to enact new
gun control legislation in the wake of the shootings that left 20 elementary students dead at a
Newtown, Conn., school a little more than a
month ago.
Among the proposals under consideration are a
ban on assault-style weapons and high capacity
ammunition magazines. Obama said he would
unveil his proposals next week. He was meeting
after his news conference with Vice President Joe
Biden, his point man in producing gun control

measures to present to Congress.
Facing stiff opposition from the National Rifle
Association, he conceded lawmakers may not
approve everything he asks for.
Obama joked about perhaps inviting more members of Congress to the White House for social
functions. With his daughters growing older and
less inclined to spend their time with him and his
wife, Michelle, he said,"I'm getting kind of lonely in this big house."
But the risk of a default once the debt ceiling is
reached dominated the news conference, and
Obarna treated it as anything but a laughing matter.
"We are not a deadbeat nation," he declared, less
than a week away from taking the oath of office
for a second term.
Within minutes, Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky said the president and his
allies in Congress need to get serious about spending, and the debt-limit debate is the perfect time
for it.
"I do know that the most important issue confronting the future of our country is our deficit and
debt," McConnell said. "So we are hoping for a
new seriousness on the part of the president with
regard to the single biggest issue confronting the
country, and we look forward to working with him

to do something about this huge, huge problem."
House Speaker John Boehner said in a statement,"The American people do not support raising the debt ceiling without reducing government
spending at the same time. ... The House will do
its job and pass responsible legislation that controls spending, meets our nation's obligations and
keeps the government running, and we will insist
that the Democratic majority in Washington do the
same."
While most of the questions focused on the
economy and gun control, Obama also urged critics not to "rush to judgment" in evaluating his second-term team for diversity.
He turned aside a question of whether his record
with Congress would be better if he invited more
lawmakers to the White House in off-hours. When
guests from Congress make the trip to the executive mansion,"I promise you. Michelle and I are
very nice to them. We have a wonderful time. But
it doesn't stop them from going on the floor of the
House and blasting me for being a big spending
Socialist," he said.
Obama made his remarks as a new Congress
was settling in for its own new term, Republicans
in control of the House and Democrats in the
Senate.
Lawmakers face three distinct deadlines before

April 1. The debt limit must be raised to prevent a
default, a series of across-the-board spending cuts
is to kick in on March 1, and funding for most
government programs will run out on March 27.
Obama virtually dared Republicans to let the
government shut down rather than renew funding
beyond March 27. "It will hurt the economy," he
said emphatically.
The president opened his news conference with
a statement by saying that a vote to increase the
debt limit "does not authorize more spending. It
simply allows the country to pay for spending that
Congress has already agreed to. These are bills
we've already racked up and we need to pay
them."
Jabbing at Republicans, he quoted House
Speaker John Boehner's remarks of two years ago
that allowing a default on U.S. obligations — the
practical effect of failing to raise the debt limit would be a disaster.
Obama said he was willing to consider future
deficit cuts, but only if they are done independently from a vote to raise the $16.4 trillion debt limit.
In a blunt rebuttal to Republicans who say they
will not agree to any more tax increases, the president said taxes and spending both must be on the
table.
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expressed optimism about an
11-year war that now stands as
the longest in American history,
and the prospect of Afghans
assuming a lead role in the
fighting.
"My
observation
about
Afghanistan at this point is this
is the first time I've left there
with a sense of optimism," he
told reporters in a conference
call. "I think there's a widely
held view among the American
military leaders there — we met
with Gen. (John) Allen — that
this has a very great potential
for a happy ending after 2014,
provided we have a residual
force that we can provide for
training."
The United States now has
66,000 troops in Afghanistan.
The U.S. and its NATO allies
agreed in November 2010 that
they would withdraw all their
combat troops by the end of
2014, but they haven't decided
on the scope of future missions
to contain al-Qaida and the size
of a remaining force.
Obama administration officials gave the first clear signal
last week that it might leave no
troops in the country after
December 2014. Administration
officials in recent days have
said they are considering a
range of options for a residual
U.S. troop presence of as few as
3.000 and as many as 15,000,
with the number linked to a specific set of military-related missions like hunting down terrorists.
Defense Secretary Leon
Panetta is believed to favor an
option that would keep about
9,000 troops in the country.
McConnell said the military
leaders were somewhat cautious
about pushing for a specific
number as the decision will be
made by the White House. The
Kentucky lawmaker, who made
his seventh trip to Afghanistan,
did make his own recommendation.
"I think we're going4o
ied
minimum .of 4,about t. 1*00-s.
troops to provide adequate
training and counterterrorism in
the post-2014 period and we
anticipate there will be forces
from other countries that will
remain here beyond 2014 as
well," McConnell said.
The number from the Senate
GOP leader could influence other
members of Congress as they weigh
the continued American presence in
Afghanistan amid increasing warweariness from constituents.
A sticking point for President
Barack Obama and Afghan
President Hamid Karzai, who
met last week, is whether any
U.S. troops remaining after
2014 wouJd he granted immunity from prosecution under
Afghan law. Immunity is a U.S.
demand that the Afghans have
resisted, saying they want assurances on other things — like
authority over detainees — first.

Town Crier
• The South 641 Water
District will hold its First
Commissioner's
Quarter
Meeting at 4 p.m. on
Monday, Jan. 21, at the
office, located at 207 Main
Street, in Hazel.

Spike Lee to appear
at MSU Feb.4
Lee joins those keynoting MSU
Presidential Lecture Series
By SHERRY PAcCLAIN
MSU Print Media
Widely regarded as a premiere
African-American filmmaker, Spike
Lee is the featured speaker for the
2013 Murray State University
Presidential Lecture Series.
The lecture will be held on
Monday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m., in
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium.
The lecture is free. MSU students,
faculty and staff, and the general
public are encouraged to attend.
Fearless, honest and dedicated to
his cause, Lee does not shy away
from speaking his mind. In his lecture. "An Evening with Spike Lee:
America Through My Lens," Lee
discusses the history,current status and future of America as he sees
it. Touching on race relations, stereotypes in Hollywood,and social
and political agendas. Lee leaves it all on the table as only he can.
Lee is a forerunner of the "do it yourself' school of independent
film and an avid sports enthusiast, both of which inform his work.
He recently completed a one-day. I8-camera documentary shoot
focusing on NBA stanaout Kobe Bryant for ESPN. Another project,
Passing Strange. a critically acclaimed Broadway musical, follows
the travels of a young African-American musician in search of himself. Lee's most recent theatrical release is Miracle at St Anna. Set
in 1944, it chronicles the story of four black American soldiers who
are members of the U.S. Army's all black 92nd "Buffalo Soldier"
Division, trapped behind enemy lines in Tuscany. Italy, during
World War II.
These works come on the heels of diverse films such as When the
Levees Broke, a groundbreaking documentary focusing on the
plight of Americans stranded in New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina, and Inside Man. The Original Kings of Comedy and
Summer of Sam. Lee's films. Get On the Bus. Do the Right Thing
and Clockers display his ability to showcase a series of outspoken
and provocative socio-political critiques that challenge cultural
assumptions, not only about race, but class and gender identity as
well.
Lee released the film. Red Hook Summer. in 2012 and made his
Broadway directorial debut with Mike
Tyson: Indisputed Truth. He also toured Bad 25, a Michael
Jackson documentary that was screened at the Venice Film Festival
whore %he itegrived the Jaeger-LeCoultre Glory to the Filmmaker

Obama:
II Cases...
Gun control From Front
State Police trooper who investigated the case has since left the
specifics
force, meaning another trooper
is in charge of that investigation
within days and
has needed time to become
By JUUE PACE
AP White House
Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Acknowledging opposition in
Congress, President Barack
Obama said Monday he is
reviewing actions he can take
on his own to confront gun violence and said he will present a
plan within days.
Stronger background checks.
a meaningful ban on assault
weapons and limits on highcapacity ammunition magazines are all on the table.
Obama said, although he conceded he was unsure how many
of those steps could pass
Congress. Fierce resistance
from the powerful National
Rifle Association has lawmakers from both parties wary of
embracing tougher laws.
Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid, D-Nev., said
Friday that while he thought an
assault weapons ban may be
able to pass the Democratic-led
Senate, he doubted that it could
garner the necessary support
among the Republican majority
in the House.

•Rights...
From Front

The ordinance goes on to
include examples of verbal,
physical and sexual bullying,
negative social behavior and
cyber bullying.
The ordinance states that the
commission plans to "launch a
Bully
Community
Free
Education Campaign to inform
the community about the nature
of bullying, why it must stop,
and low . it, can be prevented.
-Lee's debut film, the independently prOdnote comedy She's
Additionally, the City and the
Gotta Have It, earned him the Prix de Jeunesse Award at the Cannes
Commission are encouraged to
Film Festival in 1986 and set him at the forefront of the Black New
collaborate to develop a city
Wave in American cinema. His second feature, the very profitable
ordinance against bullying.
and critically acclaimed School Daze, helped launch the careers of
Additionally, schools (public
several young black actors.
and private), businesses, and
other community environments/settings are encouraged
full-time jobs and more than
SI 2.5 million in investment to to formulate guidelines, policies, rules, and regulations
Murray in 2013. That company
From Front
against bullying on their properbegin operations ty. They are also encouraged to
the former Webasto building on is hoping to
provide comprehensive antiU.S.641 North to announce that before the end of the year.
training for personnel
bullying
iwis, a German automotive supMore information will be
plier. would he bringing 75 new, released as it becomes available. and volunteers and implement
prevention and intervention
(response) strategies."
28.146 and Trigg County mile
The commission also dispoint 0.0 at the western entrance cussed upcoming meeting and
to Land Between the Lakes events. Commission Chairman
From Front
National Recreation Area. The Jody Cofer said he had invited
Todd said motorists can expect Bridge carries approximately Murray State University Regent
to encounter one-lane traffic 2,8(X) vehicles across Kentucky Susan Guess and her daughter
with alternating flow controlled Lake/The Tennessee River in an to talk about their anti-bullying
by flaggers from approximately
initiatives in Paducah at the
average day.
8 am. to about 4:30 p.m.. CST.
The bridge opened to traffic in commission's next scheduled
Motorists should use appropriThere will
bridge meeting on Feb. 11.
ate caution where equipment, March 1932. In 1943 the
also be a town hall meeting on
naggers and electrical personnel was closed for six months to March II that will give the pubare working on the bridge deck. allow the bridge to be raised to lic a chance to talk about local
The contractor expects the accommodate higher water lev- problems with bullying.
work to take three-to-four days. els due to the impounding of
The commission also passed a
Todd added.
Kentucky Lake.
resolution honoring Dr. Jim
The U.S. 68/KY 80 Eggner's
The bridge is at Tennessee Frank, who recently resigned
Ferry Bridge is at U.S. 68 River navigation mile point 41.7 from the Human Rights
Marshall County mile point near Aurora.
Commission.

II Industry...

II Bridge...

familiar with the case.
Sasse was released from jail
on bond and has been free since.
He is charged with reckless
homicide, one count of failure
of owner to maintain required
insurance 1st degree and five
counts of wanton endangerment
1st degree.
***
The case of a woman accused
of being involved in a burglary
spree this past summer was also
continued to a later date.
Cheyanne L. Coleman, 21, is
now scheduled to appear Jan. 28
in front of Foust. Blankenship
said the continuance is because
there is a chance the case of the
co-defendant in the case,
William D. Elliott, 29, may have
a trial date set when Elliott
appears Friday morning in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Blankenship said both of their
cases cover alleged crimes at
three residences in Calloway
County. The burglaries happened at a time when about 25
residences were burglarized and
the investigation continues into
those other break-ins, it was
reported.
Coleman is charged with two
counts of burglary 2nd degree,
two counts of theft by unlawful
taking, one count of receiving
stolen property under $10,000.
one count of fleeing or evading
police 2nd degree and one count
of burglary
1st degree.
Blankenship said the burglary
1st degree charge stems from
her allegedly showing a weapon
as she and Elliott were allegedly
pursued by Calloway sheriff's
deputies near a house on Locust
Grove Road in early September.
Police said Coleman was later
apprehended after a foot pursuit,
as was Elliott. Blankenship said
that charge, though. may be in
*es,*
T.

been found.
Elliott faces charges of five 10
counts of burglary 2nd degree,
one count of burglary 1st
degree, possession of burglary
tools, resisting arrest, attempted
burglary 2nd degree, criminal
rnischief 1st degree, fleeing or3
evading police 1st degree.
assault of a police officer 3rd It
degree. one count of receiving'.
stolen property under $10,000 "
and three counts of theft by %
unlawful taking.
•
The case of Ashley Bessette,.,
23,of Hazel was continued until
8:30 a.m. Friday. Bessette is
accused of complicity to escape
2nd degree in connection with:..
the reported escape of three
inmates from the Calloway I"
County Jail workhouse in mid-'
December.
Her arraignment is set for
.,t
Friday, but Blankenship said.,.
there is a possibility the case,,
-;
will be dismissed from lack oft,
evidence. According to police,
inmates Bradley Cathey of
Hazel. Terry Hardin of Bowling
Green and Tab Delancey of
Arkansas all left the workhouse
the night of Dec. 16. Cathey and
Hardin have since been captured, while Delancey remains
at large. police reported.
Lasey Jones of Paducah is also
accused of complicity and, in a
preliminary hearing Wednesday
in Calloway District Court, a
KSP trooper investigating the
case testified that Jones was
involved in a phone call with ;.
Cathey in which the escape was i•
said to have been planned. Jones
and Cathey were captured ,
together Dec. 24 near Paducah
when
McCracken County -4
deputies acted on information 7!
recevied. They were arrested:/.
with two others at a residence
and now face drug-related:
charges in addition to the t
charges related to the escape,
police lepoter.
..1111101dMAR facilitgirktili4114

innocent.until proven)gouty,

:
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"Crit and I talk regularly,":;

From Front
decision. But I'm going to take a
very, very serious look at it."
Other Democrats being touted
as potential candidates include
Lt. Gov. Jerry Abramson, former Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo,
former U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler,
Secretary of State Alison
Lundergan Grimes, House
Speaker Greg Stumbo, state
Auditor Adam Edelen and former Auditor Crit Luallen.
Pundits are laying odds that
Conway and Luallen won't run
against each other. The two
have been close friends for'
years.

Conway said. "I don't' think Crit;4
and I will get ourselves in a
position where we are trying to
beat each other to the punch."
Democrats aren't the only
ones talking gubernatorial politics. Republican names being
bandied about include Stanford
banker Jess Correll, Louisville
businesswoman Cathy Bailey,
tea party activist Phil Moffett,
U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie and
Agriculture

Commissioner

James Comer.
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Piease
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United Way of
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Emeritus at Murray
Festival of Trees Winner
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Brent Young

Obituaries

Don Brent Young, 56, of Paducah, Ky., died at 1 a.m. Friday, Jan.
I 1, 2013, at his home.
Mr. Young was born June 24, 1956, in Childress, Texas.
Ruth Johnson Canter
He was a computer sciences independent contractor who specialFuneral services for Ruth Johnson Canter,90,of the Cuba commu- ized in project
management with many companies throughout the
nity, Ky., were held at 2 p.m. Monday. Jan. 14, 2013, at Brown United States. He was a 1974 graduate of Lone Oak High
School
2,t Funeral Home in Mayfield with the Rev. Rick Hatley and the Rev. and a gifted vocalist, touring with the contemporary Christian
Rob Ison officiating. Burial followed in Cuba Community Cemetery. singing group "Truth" as their baritone and the World Action Singers
Visitation was held after 4 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 13, 2013, at the funer- while attending Oral Robert's University.
al home.
He was preceded in death by one daughter, Rachel Elizabeth
Mrs. Canter died at 6:10 pm. Friday. Jan. 11, 2013, at Spring Young.
In addition to his parents, Don and Edie Young,lof Paducah, he is
Creek Nursing Home in Murray.
She was owner and operator of Johnson Grocery and Cafe in Cuba survived by two sons, Alexander Christian Young, of Murray and
Clayton Powers Young, of Nashville, Tenn.; one brother, Scott
and was a member of Highpoint Baptist Church in Mayfield.
In addition to her parents. George and Lois Dick Miller, she was Burton Young and wife. Zina, of Paducah; one niece and one
•preceded in death by her first husband, A. D. Johnson; her second nephew.
Funeral services and burial will be private.
-husband, Lowell C. Canter; one stepdaughter, Jean Foster; two stepExpressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
sons, Tommy and Bobby Johnson; three sisters, Florence Weir,
Heartland Aers Ministry (dedicated to helping the needy in our
:Birdie Cantrell and Stella Dalton; and one brother. Cecil Miller.
area), 4777 Alben Barkley Dr., Paducah, KY 42001. Online condo•
.41 She is survived by two daughters, Martha Waldrop,of Murray and lences may be left at www.rnilnerandorr.com. Arrangements are
:.Brenda Arnold. of Mayfield; 13 grandchildren; and three great- being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home Of Paducah.
"grandchildren.
Serving as pallbearers will be David Miller, Gary Miller, Randall
Miller, Jerry Miller, Ricky Shupe and Dan Jordan.
Arrangements were handled by Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.

Murray Police: Missing teen
found; 2 adults face charges

G. Floyd Barrow
•

Funeral services for G. Floyd Barrow, 82. of Puryear. Tenn., will
be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 15, 2013 at Blalock-Coleman & York
, Funeral Home with the Rev. Jack Chriswell officiating. Music will
• be provided by Gaylon and Gail Morris. Burial will follow in
Buchanan Baptist Church Cemetery. Visitation was
held from 5-8 p.m. Monday. Jan. 14, 2013, at the
funeral home.
Mr. Barrow died at 2:54 a.m. Sunday. Jan. 13,
2013. at his home.
He was a member and deacon of Buchanan
•
Baptist Church and a retired carpenter and farmer.
He was born Jan. 18, 1930 in Model,Tenn.
He was preceded in death by his parents. George
•
•
and Mintie (Noel) Barrow; and _three brothers,
Barrow
Gene Barrow, Robert Barrow and Ray Barrow.
He is survived by his wife; Martha (Morris) Barrow, to whom he
•ewas married June 28. 1947; two daughters, Carol Wicker and hus• band. Morris.of Aurora and Ruth Ann Taylor and husband. Wally,of
.Hardin: one son. Dwayne Barrow and wife. Debbie, of Paris, Tenn.;
•
4one sister, Mary Evelyn Barrow,of Centralia, Ill.; one brother, Leon
Barrow and wife. Sybil, of Murray; five grandchildren, Clint Taylor,
Brandi Taylor Greenfield, Craig Barrow. Kane Barrow and Dale
•, Wicker; and four great-grandchildren.
Serving as active pallbearers will be Wade Barrow, Chris
Greenfield, Wally Taylor, Morris Wicker, Craig Barrow and Kane
1...Barrow. Honorary pallbearers are Patrick Morris, Kenneth Barrett,
:David Morris, Randy Overcast, Jackie Heath and Brook Simmons.
* Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
,Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Buchanan Baptist Church Building Fund, 6680 Buchanan Road,
Buchanan,TN 38222. Arrangements are being handled by Blalock- Coleman & York Funeral Home.
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.Maude Evelyn Hale
Ftmeral services for Maude Evelyn Hale, 91, of Murray. Ky., will
.be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. Jan. 15, 2013, at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with William B. Miller and Bro. Dustin McClain officiating.
::Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation was held
''.-from 5-9 p.m. Monday. Jan. 14, 2013, at the funeral home.
4.; Mrs. Hale died Saturday. Jan. 12, 2013, at Murray-Calloway
, County Hospital.
She was born in Calloway County Oct. 15, 1921. Mrs. Hale retired
• from the Calloway County School System after working in the food
services department. She was a member of Good Shepherd United
'.Methodist Church.
' In addition to her parents. Daniel Huie Williams and Beulah Mae
•
• B u rkeen Williams,she was preceded in death by her husband, Hollis
.4;Franklin Hale, who died in February 1994; and six brothers, Coy,
Vemie. Victor, Oran and Orby Williams. _
Mrs. Hale is survived by one daughter, Wilma Edmonds and husband, Richard, of Murray; one sister, Alma Lee Adams, of Dexter;
one sister-in-law, Inez Harmon. of Murray; two grandchildren,
clammy McCallon and husband. Mike, of Murray and Angie Wyatt
""and husband, Greg, of Almo; one stepgrandchild, Amy Beevers, of
Jackson. Tenn.; five great-grandchildren, four stepgreat-grandchil, dren and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Systic Fibrosis Foundation, Louisville Chapter, 1941 Bishop Lane.
• •Suite 108, Louisville, KY 40218. Online condolences can be made
*
:at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.com. Arrangements are being
4 handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Staff Report
Police
Murray
The
Department reports that a local
teenager reported missing on
Jan. 3 has been found and that
two adults face criminal charges
related to her disappearance.
Samantha Birdsong. 17, of
Murray, was reported missing
on Jan. 3 by her mother, Judy
Page, after she told police she
found a note in her daughter's
bedroom when she went to wake
her to go to school. McCuiston
said the note said Birdsong was
fine and was leaving with some
friends to go "out west."

During follow-up investigation in Birdsong's disappearance, police charged two
Murray residents with custodial
interference. According to MPD
spokesman David Howe, investigators
determined
that
Christopher Davis, 18, and his
mother Barbara Davis, 56,
picked Birdsong up at her residence during the night of Jan. 2.
Barbara Davis then allegedly
transported Birdsong to Illinois.
Both Barbara and Christopher
Davis were arrested and lodged
at the Calloway County Jail on
Jan. 5.

Jimmy John's...
From Front
located at 201 and 203 North
12th St., as well as the property
at 1204 Olive St. The properties
are located in a B-4 (medium
density
business district).
Noonan is proposing to construct a 3,600-square-foot building that would consist of two
1.800-square-foot tenant spaces.
The project will be reviewed
as a commercial planned development (PDP) because one of
the tenant spaces will be a
restaurant with a drive-thru. The
other space will be used for

retail or office space, the report
said. If the project is approved, a
minor subdivision plat consolidating all three lots will need to
be submitted to the planning
department for review and
approval prior to any permits
being issued.
The Planning Commission
will meet at 5 p.m. today in City
Hall and will hold an advisory
meeting to talk about the project. The Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday and will conduct a compatibilty hearing for
the project.

1111,1111

NOTICE
and for a dimensional vari• The Murray Planning ance request for one addiCommission will meet at 5 tional wall sign at David
p.m. Tuesday in City Hall. Taylor Chrysler at 1400 North
There will be an advisory 12th St.
meeting for a proposed resiThere will also be public
dential planned development hearings for conditional use
project(PDP) on Lowes Drive permit requests for The Keg
between North 16th Street to operate as a bar/tavern at
and KY 121 Bypass North; an 1051 North 16th St.; for Tuan
advisory meeting for a pro- Dinh to operate a packaged
posed commercial PDP locat- liquor
store in a B-1 zone
ed at 201 and 203 North 12th
(neighborhood business disSt. and 1204 Olive St. for a
trict) at 1407A Main St.; and
Jimmy
John's
Gourmet
for the Big Apple Cafe to
Sandwiches.
• The Murray Board of operate as a bar/tavern at
Zoning Adjustments will meet 1005 Arcadia Circle.
There will also be compatiat 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
City Hall. There will be public bility hearings for a commerhearings for a dimensional cial PDP at 201 and 203
variance request for a five- North 12th St. for a Jimmy
foot side and rear setback for John's and a proposed resian accessory structure (metal dential PDP on Lowes Drive
carport) at 414 North Fifth between North 16th Street
St.; for a conditional use per- and KY 121 Bypass North.
mit request for outdoor stor.• To report a Town Crier
age of merchandise at Dollar
General, 717 South 12th St.; item call 753-1916.
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Lyon County set to vote on alcohol sales
EDDYVILLE,Ky.(AP)- A western Kentucky county is set to
vote on an alcohol referendum in a move that could make the city
of Eddyville eligible for saleiSirbooze.
Lyon County's vote is set for Tuesday.
The ballot given to Lyon County citizens will have one question
on it: "Are you in favor of alcoholic beverage sales in Lyon
County'?" If the measure passes, it will take 60 days for the county
to become wet. Because Lyon County is not home to a fourthclass city or higher, alcohol sales would be restricted by state laws
from Monday through Saturday,6 a.m. to midnight
Rick Reeder heads the group Citizens for a Safe Community,
which opposes alcohol sales. Reeder told The Paducah Sun that
selling liquor is a public safety issue.

Accused homeowners assoc. shooter in court
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The Louisville man charged with
killing two members of a homeowners association is moving closer to a trial on murder charges.
Mahmoud Yousef Hindi appeared briefly in Jefferson Circuit
Court Monday for a hearing. Judge Fred Cowan said attorneys can
set a trial date at the next hearing on March 4.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Ryane Conroy says prosecutors are moving closer to completing discovery and will likely
send some ballistics evidence to a lab for testing. Those tests
could take two or three months.
Hindi told police he walked into a homeowners association
meeting in September and fatally shot 73-year-old David Merritt
and 69-year-old Marvin Fisher. Hindi has said he was locked in a
months-long dispute with the association over the home where he
lived.

Conference set in Dippin' Dots bankruptcy
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- A federal bankruptcy judge wants to
hear from the parties involved in the case of novelty ice cream
maker Dippin' Dots.
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Thomas Fulton set a hearing for
Thursday morning in Paducah for an update on efforts to resolve
the company's financial status. Fulton asked for an update on the
transfer of some contracts held by the company.
Once the self-proclaimed "Ice Cream of the Future," Dippin'
Dots sought federal bankruptcy protection in 2011. The company
called the move necessary to stave off foreclosure on more than
$11 million in loans.
Investors from Oklahoma City purchased Paducah-based
Dippin' Dots for $12.7 million in May. The new owners, Dippin'
Dots LLC, plan to expand the company.
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Parkway closed after truck catches fire
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Kentucky State Police say the
Edward T. Breathitt Pennyrile Parkway has been temporarily shut
down in both directions because a semi tanker truck caught fire.
Trooper Stu Recke said on Monday morning that the cab of the
truck caught fire between Hanson and Slaughters and the road
should be closed for several hours.
Recke said the truck was carrying hydrochloric acid and headed
south when the blaze broke out.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has established a detour
via US 41 between the Slaughters-Calhoun exit at KY 138 and the
Hanson exit.
No injuries were reported.

HAZARD, Ky.(AP)- State police say a fire in a skillet on a
cook stove resulted in a blaze that killed two people over the
weekend in eastern Kentucky.
Trooper Tony Watts said on Monday that no foul play is suspected in the deaths of 64-year-old Sandra K. Melton and 35-year-old
Suzy Rebecca Melton, both of the Scuddy community in Perry
County.
Watts said the remains were sent to Frankfort for an autopsy.
WYMT-TV in Hazard reported the blaze was discovered around
6 a.m. Sunday at a home

Man found incompetent on murder charge
COLUMBIA, Ky.(AP)- A southern Kentucky man has been
freed on bond after a judge determined he was incompetent to
stand trial on a murder charge stemming from shooting seven
years ago.
Wellie Paul Grant stands charged with shooting and killing 46year-old Rex Coffey at Beech Grove Separate Baptist Church in
Adair County during a dispute in June 2006.
On Friday, a judge cited Grant's declining physical health and
dementia in releasing him on bond and concluding he was unable
to stand trial. Grant's bond includes provisions that he can't operate a motor vehicle, or possess a firearm, and he's not allowed to
leave his home without the company of an adult family member.
Coffey's family expressed both anger and shock after the ruling.
"First you're in amazement, then you're sort of in a fog. Then
you get mad. It's just a mix of emotions that they actually just let
him go." said Rex Coffey's widow. Tammy Kassem.

Ky. to decide fate of single-lane bridge
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2 killed in Perry County house fire
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Investments Since 1854

Kentucky

MIDWAY, Ky.(API - Kentucky transportation officials are
weighing whether to rehabilitate or replace the single-lane
Weisenberger Mill Bridge between Scott and Woodford counties
over South Elkhorn Creek.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has set a public meeting
Jan. 24 to solicit comments about the future of the span.
Department of Highways district project manager Anaias Calvin
told the Lexington Herald-Leader one option is replacing the span
with a two-lane bridge.
The bridge carries vehicles past its namesake, the mill that operates on twin turbines powered by the creek. Early on,
Weisenberger Mill produced soft wheat flour and white cornmeal.
Now it offers more than 70 products. from corn muffins to pizza
crust mix. The same family has operated the mill since 1865.
In 2011, about 1,155 vehicles crossed the bridge each day.

VANESSA FIKE
TAX SERVICE & BOOKKEEPING
xris•

Get your tax returns prepared
quickly and efficiently!
Simple returns starting at $60.00

Callfor an estimate. E-file at no additional charge
Located inside Quest Fitness Center
809 Coldwater Road, Murray,KY 42071

(270) 759-5425

(270) 227-1995

Read the Want Ads Daily
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David Dowdy / Calloway County Schools
THANKFUL: Calloway County Schools Gifted and Talented students (from L to R)Andy Hardt
(5th grade, Southwest), Taylor Crouch (CCHS), Katie 'son (5th grade, East) Leah Cullop (5th
grade, North) and Jamison Moorehead (CCMS) read letters of thanks to the Calloway County
School Board at last Thursday's meeting. The letters were then presented to the board.

Photo Provided

MHS BRINGS HOME WINS: The Murray High School Beta Club recently attended the State
Beta Convention at the Galt House in Louisville. There were 15 MHS students represented in
more than 10 different capacities from the Quiz bowl to competing tests. Murray student,
Adryanna Smith placed third in Spanish and Elizabeth Dunn placed third in Creative Writing.

Lambert, Anderson selected
as MHS Rotarian honorees
by SHERRY PURDOM
Public Information Officer
for Murray Independent
Lindsay Lambert and Lucas
Anderson, both Murray High
School seniors, were respectively chosen
by
Murray
High faculty
as
the
November
and
the
December
MHS Rotary
Students of
the Month.
Lambert
Lambert was
a 2012 Governor Scholar
Program (GSP) recipient
selected from the pool of 1,953
Kentucky high khoOl GSP
applicants. She attended the
GSP program at Bellarmine
University, where her focus
was Visual Arts. Along, with
four other Murray High GSP
recipients, Lambert was chosen for the state-wide competitive
Governor
Scholar
Program by being acknowledged for her successes and
achievements, while overcoming adversity in her life.
During Lambert's MHS
career as a three-year All-AHonor roll recipient and fouryear member of BETA Club,
she was recently nominated by
MHS faculty as a 2012 Ms.
Murray High Court candidate.
Lambert plans on attending
either Western Kentucky
University or Murray State
University and majoring in
graphic design, though she is
still considering a double
major in dance and graphic
design.
The Spanish Club president. co-president of FBLA,
and the Murray Tiger Band
Secretary, Lambert is a fouryear MHS Band member, and
this past year Lambert served
as the color guard section
leader. She has also been a
four-year member of the concert and pep band. A threeyear flute choir member.
Lambert is also a three-year
Foreign Language Festival
participant and member of
of Christian
Fellowship
Athletes.
As a nine-year Jackson
Purchase Dance Company
member who has participated
in numerous community dance
productions, Lambert said she
has been very fortunate to
attend Murray Independent
Schools since kindergarten.
"The teachers at Murray
High have not only prepared
me for a higher education but
also to have a higher expectation for myself when it comes
to accomplishing additional
goals," she said. "Because I
am able to depend on teachers
as well as classmates. I feel

that the staff and student body
of Murray High is more of a
family than an institution."
A member of First Baptist
Church and an Acteens
Member,Lambert is the daughter of Kerry and Mary Lambert
of Murray.
Lucas Anderson, a Murray
High School senior who was
selected as a senior class
favorite by his peers, has been
accepted to the University of
Kentucky and plans to pursue a
career in mechanical engineering.
As a 2012 Governor Scholar
Program
GSP
recipient,
Anderson received a four-year
all-paid scholarship to the
University of Kentucky.
Anderson attended the GSP
program this past summer at
Centre and was also chosen
from the GSP state-wide competitive program of 1,953
Kentucky high school applicants. He was recognized for
his leadership abilities when he
was chosen as the recipient and
received an all-expenses paid
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Youth Tour Scholarship to
Washingrhn, D.C.
During Anderson's MHS
career, he has been very active
in numerous sports, clubs and
civic organizations. A member
of the MHS Bass club,
Anderson was instrumental in
establishing the MHS club. He
was also the first student at
MHS to participate in tournaments for the Bass Club and
placed in the top five out of
more than 70 teams from over
eight states.
A four-year MHS boys' soccer team member and a MHS
golf team member. Anderson is
a two-time "Most Improved"
Soccer and Golf member and a
four-time KHSAA Academic

All-State honoree. Anderson is
also a four-year member of the
MHS track team and received
second place in the 110-meter
hurdles and third place in the
300-meter hurdles during last
year's regional meet.
Anderson has served as a
four-year member in the YClub and also the FBLA. He
participated in Kentucky Youth
Assembly (KYA) all three
years, and during his junior
year he became a KYA lobbyist
and lobbied for two separate
bills. As a member of the first
robotics team between both
Murray High and Calloway
County
High
Schools,
.AntlerstSti it§sisted in creating
the degegn for a robotic arm
and
assembling the robot
together. He
also helped in
attending the
regional
Knoxville,
Tenn., competition.
Anderson
Anderson
describes himself as "lucky" to have grown
up in such a tight-knit community and attend the Murray
Independent School District.
"I have loved every moment
of my High school experience," he said. "I couldn't ask
for a better staff or classmates.
I really appreciate all the time
the teachers and Mrs. Speed
have invested in me. I would
like to thank my parents, Mrs.
Speed,and God for all the support they have given me
throughout the years."
Also a member of the First
United Methodist Church
Youth Group, Anderson is the
son of Gale and Scott Anderson
of Murray.

A GIFT THE
WHOLE FAMILY

W

LOVE

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

GIVING THEIR ALL: Kim Black guides singers with the Murray Elementary School third-grade
choir through a song during a performance Thursday evening at the Carter Administration
Building. The performance led off the monthly meeting of the Murray Independent School
District Board of Education.

NCCA to hold
its open house
HARDIN, Ky. — New
Covenant Christian Academy
will host an open house from 9
— 11:30 a.m. Friday, Feb. 8,for
any area families interested in
learning more about the classical elementary school.
Families are welcomed to
drop in to tour the school. Early
registration for the 2012-13 academic year has begun and more
information will be available at
the open house.
NCCA opened for the 201011 school year and has expanded each year to offer preschool
through fourth-grade. As enrollment increases, school leaders
hope to add grades gradually
until preschool through 12th
grade are offered.
Students are exposed to a
God-centered biblically-based
education as the foundation of
all truth and knowledge.
More information about the
school also is available online at
www.ncecky.org. Contact Head
of School Tara Siress at (270)
437-3170 or send an email to
ncca.siress@gmail.com with
any questions about the school
or the upcoming open house.

Photo Provided
SINGING HISTORY: Under the directior, of Laynie Mitchell,
the MHS Choir performed the traditional "Murray Song" during the 140 Year Celebration held in commemoration of the
Murray Independent School District's 140th birthday. During
the special night time event students, alumni, MISD staff and
administration assisted in delivering the legacy message.

Vintage & Modern Star Wars,
Advertising,Toys, Comic Books
2156 Husbands Rd. - Paducah
Photos at www.PurceilAuction.com
Auctioneer BobbN Purcell - 270-444-75w)

STATE UNIVERSITY
Hutson School of Agriculture
Present
9th Annual

SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY
Tuesday, January 22, 2013
Murray State University — CFSB Center, Murray Room
Registration 4:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Sponsored Dinner 6:00 pm

Seminars and Discussion Begin at 4:30 pm
Featured Speakers:
Moe Russell
WOOD Electronics Inc.
403 Maple St
Murray, KY
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Ag Economist
Russell Consulting Group, Panora. Iowa

Missy Bauer
Associate Field Agronomist
Farm Journal

**Please RSVP by January 18 to (270)809-3556**
or rwright@murraystate.edu

Free Admission, Reservations Required
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4-H events listed
Special to the Ledger
The following 4-H events
have been scheduled Jan. 15-31.
according to Ginny Harper,
Calloway County extension
agent for 4-H youth. All meetand
ings
activities
will be held
at the extension office.
unless otherwise
noted.
• The 4-H
Livestock
Extension Judging and
Notes
Skill-a-thon
By.
Teams will
Ginny Harper meet weekCalloway
ly
from
County Agent
3:30-4:30
for 4-H/Youth
on
p.m.
Development
Mondays at
the Expo Center to prepare for
the state Skill-a-Thon Contest
which is set for Sunday. Feb. 17,
in Hopkins County.
• The Archery Team will meet
at Hinton Archery Range
Monday, Jan. 28, from 4:305:15 p.m. and 5:15-6 p.m. 4-H
Shooting Sports coaches will be
there for instruction and guidance.
• The T-shirt Quilting Group

-Baby Registry
Savannah & Justin Alexander
Stacie & Junior Alguire
Tanara & Wesley Babcock
Janna & JonBell
Rachel & Zach Brown
Eliszbeth & Jacob Bryon
Alhson & Hunter Burke
Aiwa & Justin Cherry
Katie & Kory Cunningham
Darla & Aaron Dugger
Sanda & Brandon Fisher
Candace Govern & Chad Henson
Stoya & Dustin Hastings
Bnttainy Henson & Brendan Nix
Alison & Christopher Hill
Taylor & Chris Hopkins
Alycia & Stephen Janow
Lora & Reed Jarvis
Lindsey & Brandon Lawrence
Lauren & James Martin

_Bir4

will meet Tuesday. Jan. 22,from
3:30-5:30 p.m.
• The North Fantastics will
compete in the 4-H Talk Meet,
set for Tuesday. Feb. 5, at
Emeritus of Murray at 6 p.m
Lynsei Smith is their leader.
•The Shotgun Team will meet
Thursdays. Jan. 17, 24, and 31,
at 6 p.m. at Jacki
.
on Purchase
Gun Club all members are
attend.
encouraged
to
Mandatory safety training will
also be scheduled this month.
• Vet Science will met
Thursday.Jan. 17,from 4-5 p.m.
at the Carmen Pavilion Animal
Health Technology across from
CCHS. Jane! Shelby is the
leader.
• 4-H Swimming Party will be
held Saturday. Jan. 26,from 2-4
p.m. at the Carr Health
Swimming Pool. The cost is $5
per person. 4-H Bucks are welcome.
• The Rifle and Pistol Teams
will meet Saturday. Jan. 26, at 1
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Fairgrounds in the Pole
Barn. All interested youth are
encouraged to attend. Safety
training must be completed
before you can go to the range.
Contact Mark Watkins or Tim
Oates with questions at 2273670.
• The Country Ham Group
will meet this month to work on
speech skills. Judy Kelso is the
leaders of this project group.
• The Dusty Spurs Horse Club
will meet Monday.Jan. 28,from
6-7:30 p.m. Connie Talent and
Emily Callahan will be there to
instruct. All members and interested individuals are encouraged to attend. Remember in
order to show, youth must complete six hours of classroom
instruction under a certified
leader. connie Talent's phone
number is 293-2349.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky. College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension
Service.
The
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
Murray-Calloway
County
United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color.
age, sex, religion, disability, or
national origin.

Jessica & David Morrison
Paige & Corey Newsome
Lisa & Patrick Pyle
Jessica & Jake Robinson
Mary Sadler & Shaun Rowland
Gretchen Schuchardt & John Hayes
Carrie & Josh Szwed
Celeste Trent & Aaron Suiter
Ashley & Kevin Wiggins
Nikki & Kyle Underhill

Datebook

Alden Thomas Timmons
Glenn and Jessica Timmons,of Seatte, Wash., are the parents of a
son, Alden Thomas Timmons, born Tuesday, Nov. 27,2012 at 10:30
a.m.
The baby weighed eight pounds, 10 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Jessica Swann.
Grandparents are Tom and Kathy Timmons, of Murray and John
and Diane Swann,of Lexington, S.C.

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
aidrabbitniorra

Special Olympics will hold a rebate night
Thursday. Jan. 17, at Mr. Gatti's, Murray, from
4-9 p.m. For more information contact Laura Miller at
Imslpl@yahoo.com or 293-9054.

Antique automobile club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America,
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday. Jan. 17, at
Majestic Steak House,Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with
an interest in antique vehicles, and visitors are welcome. For more
information call Terry Ridgley at 753-1829 or Howard Brandon at
753-4389.

Rebate day set for Wednesday
The Murray High baseball team will hold a rebate day
Wednesday. Jan. 16, at The Big Apple Café. Murray. Participants
are encouraged to ask for an extra receipt to put in the box at the
counter. The public is invited to attend and support MHS baseball.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury support group will meet
Thursday. Jan. 17. at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness classroom. RSVP to
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 or Bridget Murphy at 978-2762.

Civil War meeting to be held
Photo provided

4 GENERATIONS: Four generations of the Outland family are
pictured,,including, from left, Martha Outland, great-grandmothec Kat* Vanhorn, mother; Kimberlynn Vanhcsrak dighter; and Felicia Gray, grandmother.

NAMI to meet Thursday
Special to the Ledger
family and friends of someone
The Murray NAMI (National' diagnosed with a mental illness
Alliance on Mental Illness) such as major depression, schizFamily Support Group will meet ophrenia, bi-polar disorder.
Thursday, Jan. 17, at 6:30 p.m. obsessive-compulsive disorder.
at the Educational Services panic disorder, post-traumatic
building of Murray-Calloway stress disorder and borderline
County Hospital, on the corner personality disorder. At each
support group meeting. a sharof Eighth and Elm streets.
The support group is for the ing and support time lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information,
call (270) 748-6133.

Need Line
lists items
needed
v_

,
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Rebate night set

Senior Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick up food
day will be Thursday. Jan. 17, from 1030 a.m. to noon. For more
information call Need Line at 753-6333.
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The 2013-14 Calloway County Schools
Calendar Survey have been posted on the
Calloway County Schools website District
Calendar page through Tuesday,Jan. 15.The
purpose of the survey is to solicit input from
CCSD stakeholders regarding the 2013-14
school
calendar.
Visit
w.calloway.k 12ly.us, click "District
Calendar" on the left navigation bar.

Senior CSFP pick up food day Thursday
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"The staff are like
family and they give you
plenty of comfort."
—Martha Letterman

753-7109
rray • www.fernterrace.com

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for its clients. The list
includes: tuna/salmon, instant
potatoes. crackers and peanut
butter. Freezer/cooler items
needed include: eggs, fresh or
frozen carrots, potatoes and
onions, hotdogs/franks and
hamburger meat. Personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies
needed include: dish liquid.
toothpaste, toilet paper, shampoo and razors. Also needed are
larger brown paper bags. These
items may be taken to the Need
Line building at 638 South
Fourth St., Murray. between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Need Line is a
United Way agency. For more
information call 753-6333.

Ladies of the

Oaks
Carolyn Greenfield. hostess of
the Oaks Ladies Bridge.
announced the bridge play winners for Wednesday. Jan. 9. as
Bronda Parker. first place and
Edwina Bucy, second place.
Parker will serve as hostess
Wednesday. Jan 16. at 9:30 a.m.
It is necessary to sign-up. All
members are welcome to play.
Beginners are encouraged to
attend.

The next Fort Donelson Civil War meeting will be held
Thursday.Jan. 17, at 7 p.m. in the Cumberland Room of the Stewart
County Visitors Center in Dover. Tenn. A retirement reception for
Fort Donelson National Battlefield Ranger and Historian Jimmy
Jobe, who has retired from the National Park Service after 41 years
of service, will he held. The public is invited to attend.
Refreshments
will
be
RSVP
served.
to
john@fortdonelsonrelics.com.

Home Department of MWC to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Jan. 17, at 11 a.m. for "Armchair Aerobics. Hostesses
will be the officers. Devotion will be led by Lillian Robertson. All
members are encouraged to attend.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 East, beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at(270) 247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

ALS Support Group to meet
The January Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis support group meeting will be held Wednesday. Jan. 16, at 6 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Sheila
Crossland will be the speaker. For more information call Mitzi
Cathey at 293-1748.

Discipline committee to meet
The Calloway County High School Discipline Committee will
meet Wednesday. Jan. 16. from 3:15-4:30 p.m. in room 811 of the
high school.

Murray FRYSC council to meet
The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center Advisory
Council will meet Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 11
a.m. in the West
Conference Room at Murray Board of Education. All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Concerned Taxpayers to meet
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (The Tea Party)
will feature Don Cherry,owner of the gun shop at Bensons Sporting
Goods Store, located on South 12th St., as the speaker on the current national gun scene in light of the proposed legislation before
the U.S. Senate to be chaired by Sen. Diane Finestein and the Vicepresident Joe Biden. at 6 p.m. Thursday. Jan. 17, at the MurrayCalloway County Public Library on Main Street, according to Dan
Walker. program chairman. The public is invited to attend.

American Legion to host oratorical contest
The 2013 District One American Legion oratorical contest.
designed to develop a deeper knowledge and appreciation for the
U.S. Constitution, will be held Sunday. Jan. 27, at 2 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church. Murray. High school students under the
age of 20 are eligible to compete for scholarships. For more information email usrnc1965@bellsouth.net, visit www.kylegion.org or
call Mark Kennedy at 752-3333.

Choir to perform Feb.9
West Kentucky Community and Technical College will present
The World Famous Harlem Gospel Choir "Allen Bailey
Production" at Clemens Fine Arts Center, Paducah. Saturday, Feb.
9. at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are ¶25 for adults and $15 for students. For
more information call (270) 534-3212 or visit artsinfocus.org.
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Admittedly I'm not a hunter or
fisherman, but that doesn't mean
I don't like the outdoors. And
while many say January and
February are good months to
curl up with a good book or
DV
D
movies, talk
is
cheap.
That
gets
old pretty
quick.
The term
"cabin
fever" has
gone
the
Out & About way of the
... Kentucky rotary telephone. With
Style
all there is to
By Gary P.
do, even in
West
the winter
Syndicated
months,
Columnist
there should
always be an
option to becoming a shut-in.
Kentucky's State Parks are
doing their share to give reason
to get out of the house.
Once again they'll be offering
their series of Eagle Watch
Weekends at three different
State Parks on three different
weekends in January and
February.
No matter how many times
you've seen these magnificent
birds of prey glide effortlessly
across the sky it creates an inner
excitement that is difficult to
explain, probably because to see
an eagle soar is not an everyday
occurrence.
The bald eagle is our country's
most recognizable symbol, and
for over four decades Kentucky
has been making these events
available at a nominal fee in the
company of State Park naturalists and Department of Fish and
Wildlife biologists. Tour prices
range from $25 to $50 a person,
and lasts from two to three-anda-half hours. The weekends also
include an evening program on
birds of prey.
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Photo submitted: Kentucky Department of Parks
Bald Eagles like this can be seen at three of Kentucky's State Resort Parks in January and
February 2013.
I have friends and family who
can be classified as serious bird
watchers (books, binoculars,
bird calls, etc.). Over the years
the Eagle Watch has attracted
those of us who only want to see
this special bird that is off limits
to any form of hunting.
The Bald Eagle Protection Act
was implemented back in 1940,
and for many years the birds
were classified as an endangered
species. Now,due to its reputation, as a national symbol-,federal laws protecting it have
allowed the eagle to flourish to
the point they can be seen
throughout Kentucky, most
often near a water source. The
bald eagle is still considered
threatened and a violation can
still lead to a $100,000 fine and
up to a year in prison.
In the past, Dale Hollow was
included in the Eagle Watch, but
a glitch with the use of a viewing barge has excluded them
from the state's official promotion.
Those who participate 'in the

Eagle Watch Weekends are
encouraged to bring warm clothing, rain gear and binoculars,
and the "watches" at Kentucky
Dam Village, Lake Barkley and
Kenlake include an option to
view the eagles from inside the
CQ Princess, a 96-foot yacht or
from the outside decks.
The three resort parks offer
lodging, cottage and restaurant
amenities. You must call the
individual park for more details
and exact fees.
Here are the dates and contact
information: Kentucky, Dam
Village — January 12-13 1.800.325.0146: Lake Barkley
— January 26 — 27 1.800.325.1708: Kenlake —
February 2 — 3 (yacht tout-S.
only) - 1.800.325.0143.
Maybe watching eagles is not
your thing. So you might want
to journey over to Carter Cave
State Resort Park near Olive
Hill for what they call their
Winter Adventure Weekend,
January 25-27.

"We have something for
everyone," said State Park
spokesman Gil Lawson. "This
used to be more of a caving
thing, but now we've expanded
it."
Expand it they did, and now
visitors can participate in hiking, kayaking, recreational tree
climbing,cave tours, winter survival, rappelling, archeological
field trips, zip line, rock climbing workshop,.22-caliber shooting workshop and nature photography. Each category is led
by a guide and different skill
levels are offered (participants
must be at least 6 years-old, and
some trips have additional age
restrictions).
A list of all the trips and fees
can be found at www.adventureweekend.com, or call the
park at 1.800.325.0059. Rooms
at Carter Cave State Park are
available.
There's no excuse. Get up,get
out,and get going! Gary P. West
can
be
reached
at
west1488@insightbb.com

Armstrong ready as Oprah comes to town
AUSTIN,Texas(AP) — Days
of preparation dwindled to hours
for Lance Armstrong whose
scheduled interview with Oprah
Winfrey transformed his quiet
upscale neighborhood into a
destination for media waiting
for word of an apology and
onlookers snapping pictures of it
all for souvenirs.
After more than a decade of
denying that he doped to win the
Tour de France seven times,
Armstrong was set to sit down
Monday for what has been trumpeted as a "no-holds barred," 90minute, question-and-answer
session with Winfrey.
The cyclist will make a limited
confession about his role as the
head of a long-running scheme
to dominate the prestigious bike
race with the aid of performance-enhancing drugs, a person
with knowledge of the situation
has told The Associated Press.
Winfrey and her crew said
they would film the interview at
Armstrong's home and broadcast it Thursday on the Oprah
Winfrey Network. Local and
international news crews were
staking out positions in front of
Armstrong's Spanish-style villa.
News crews began arriving
before dawn, hoping to catch a
or
Winfrey
of
glimpse
Armstrong.
If he was feeling any pressure,
Armstrong hardly showed it
during a jog under bright skies
Sunday, even as members of his
legal team began arriving oneby-one at his home.
"I'm calm, I'm at ease and
ready to speak candidly," he told
the AP, but declined. to reveal
how he would answer questions

about the scandal that has shadowed his career like an angry
storm cloud.
Armstrong was-stripped of all
seven Tour titles last year following a voluminous U.S. AntiDoping Agency report that portrayed him as a ruthless competitor, willing to go to any
lengths to win the prestigious
race. USADA chief executive
Travis Tygart labeled the doping
regimen allegedly carried out by
the U.S. Postal Service team that
Armstrong once led, "The most
sophisticated. professionalized
and successful doping' program
that sport has ever seen."
Yet Armstrong looked like just
another runner getting in his
roadwork when he talked to the
AP, wearing a. red jersey and
black shorts, sunglasses and a
white baseball cap pulled down
to his eyes. Leaning into a
reporter's car on the shoulder of
a busy Austin road, he seemed
unfazed by the attention and the
news crews that made stops at
his home. He cracked a few
jokes about all the reporters
vying for his attention, then
added,"but now I want to finish
my run," and took off down the
road.
The interview with Winfrey
will be Armstrong's first public
response to the USADA report.
Armstrong is not expected to
provide a detailed account about
his involvement, nor address in
depth many of the specific allegations in the more than 1,000page USADA report.
In a text to the AP on Saturday.
Armstrong said: "I told her
(Winfrey) to go wherever she
wants and I'll answer the ques-

tions chrectirhonestly and candidly. That's all I can say."
After a federal investigation of
the cyclist was dropped without
charges being brought last year.
USADA stepped in with an
investigation of its own. The
agency deposed 11 former teammates and accused Armstrong of
masterminding a complex and
brazen drug program that
included steroids, blood boosters and a range of other performance-enhancers.
After he was stripped of his
Tour titles, Armstrong defiantly
tweeted a picture of himself on a
couch at home with all seven of
the yellow leader's jerseys on
display in frames behind him.
But the preponderance of evidence in the USADA report and
pending legal challenges'on several fronts apparently forced
him to change tactics, and he
still faces legal challenges.
Former teammate Floyd
Landis, who was stripped of the
2006 Tour de France title for
doping. has filed a federal whistle-blower lawsuit that accused
Armstrong of defrauding the
U.S. Postal Service. The Justice
Department has yet to decide
whether it will join the suit as a
plaintiff.
The London-based Sunday
Times also is suing Armstrong
to recover about $500,000 it
paid him to settle a libel lawsuit.
On Sunday. the newspaper took
out a full-page ad in the Chicago
Tribune, offering Winfrey suggestions for what questions to
ask Armstrong. Dallas-based
SCA Promotions, which tried to
deny Armstrong a promised
bonus for a Tour de France win,

has threatened to bring yet
another lawsuit seeking to
recover more than $7.5 million
an arbitration panel awarded the
cyclist in that dispute

Miss America journeys
from small town to big city
LAS VEGAS(AP) — From
a hometown of 26,000 people
to an adopted home borough of
2.6 million, Miss America's
story includes a journey from a
small town to the big city —
but it doesn't start there.
Mallory Hagan, 23, moved
from Alabama to New York
City as soon as she became a
legal adult, and though she
says she left because "I needed
to find myself," it turns out she
knew who she wanted to be all
along.
"When Mallory was like 13
years old she was sitting on my
deck and said, 'Miss Tina, my
goal is one day I'd like to grow
up to be Miss America,'" said
Tina Gunnels, a neighbor from
Opelika, Ala., on Sunday. "She
accomplished that goal."
Hagan took the crown
Saturday night after tap dancing to a James Brown tune,
deftly answering a question
about gun violence in schools
and raising the issue of child
sexual abuse in her contestant
platform.
"I genuinely understand the
hardships the average woman
faces," having gone to school
and working full time before
winning Miss New York and
clinching the Miss America
crown, Hagan said in an
appearance Monday on ABC's
"Good Morning America."
"I understand what it's like
to do all these things day-today and still maintain a healthy
lifestyle," she added.
Hagan, who resides in New
York's most-populous borough
of Brooklyn. said after her victory that she was sure someone
else would take the top prize,
even after she made it to the
final two contestants.
She said she was standing
on the stage thinking, "They're
going to get another first runner-up photo of me."
Her father was not nearly so
modest.
"We're super excited, super
exhilarated, super proud of
her," Phil Hagan said in an
interview with The Associated
Press backstage immediately
after his daughter's victory.
"We're not extremely surprised, either."
Mallory Hagan, however,
has been competing on the

pageant circuit for a decade
and nearly aged out of the system without ever having won
at a state or national level.
The Miss America competition
accepts
contestants
between the ages of 17 and 24.
Hagan says she moved to
New York on her own at 18
years old with less than $1,000
in her pocket. She tried for the
Miss New York title in 2010
and 2011 before winning last
year.
The
transition
wasn't
always easy.
"The struggle was vast," she
said. "There were days when I
had five bucks in my pocket.
And I would push that $5"
between subway fare and meal
money.
But the decision was one
she felt compelled to make.
"I just knew that the energy
of NYC was something that I
really loved," she told the AP
after her victory. "I was always
a little more liberal-thinking
than my hometown. And I just
knew that I needed to get out
for a little bit, and I needed to
find myself."
Hagan said it was her mother who encouraged her to
address the problem of child
sex abuse, which had "rippled
through" her family.
Hagan's mother, Mandy
Moore, was overcome with
emotion and wiped tears away
as she spoke.
"It's very overwhelming,"
she said. "It's all hitting me so
fast."
Hagan said she will work to
make education to prevent
child abuse mandatory in all 50
states.
"What's wonderful about
the Miss America organization,
its so education oriented. So
it's my job this year to educate
and advocate" on the issue of
child sexual abuse, Hagan said
on GMA.
Also
working
against
Hagan was her final question,
should schools hire armed
guards in the wake of the
Newtown,Conn.,shooting.
Conventional wisdom holds
that contestants who receive
questions about Contentious
topics are less likely to win.
But Hagan said she didn't
panic.

HERITAGE BANK HAS THE

TOOLS
YOU NEED TO SECURE A
SAFE FINANCIAL FUTURE!

Life is full of little twists and turns. You don't always know what lies around
the bend. But one thing you can hank on is that the neighborly people
at HER1 FACE BANK will always be there for you with sound, secure
products and services no matter where your road leads. Open afire
personal or a free business checking account and get a car safety kitfire!
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 3 includes a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Morgan, of Murray.
Ewing Lee was honored with
an open house celebration of his
90th birthday party Dec. 29, at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center.
In high school basketball. Murray High Lady Tigers beat Paducah Tilghman 70-43. Sherrie Sexton had 22 points.
Members of the'Calloway County High School football team
receiving honors at the awards banquet were Tyler Collins. Seth Barrow, Clint Johnson, Corky Owe,
Bobby Potts, Casey Darnell.
Jimmy Bynum, Robert Brumley.
Greg Ryan. Kelly Overbey, Shane
Harper and Tyler Sheridan.
Twenty years ago
Bob Dunn is pictured receiving a plaque from Mayor Bill Cherry in recognition of his 10 years
of service to the Board of Zoning Adjustments and the Planning Commission at the Murray
City Council's meeting.
The Rev. Timothy N. Huffman
will begin his pastorate at Eastwood Baptist Church Jan. 17.
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 13 includes a boy to Tammy
Cavitt, Murray: a boy to Connie
and Rodrigo Salcedo, Hardin: and
a boy to Pamela and Ralph Hale,
Hazel.
Airman First Class Kelvin. J.
Wyatt has graduated from the
strategic aircraft maintenance specialist course at Sheppard Air
Force Base, Wichita Falls, Texas.
He is the son of Walter C. Wyatt
and Jolene Wyatt, of Kirksey.
Thirty years ego
The Fiscal Court's lack of action
on a proposed fire protection district and the Calloway County FireRescue Squad's nearly depleted
funds have put the squad's future
in doubt,according to Max Dowdy,
squad chief.

Five generations of the family
of Mrs. Nellis Williams were
among those present at a family
birthday and holiday dinner Dec.
24. celebrating her 83rd birthday.
She was born Dec. 29, 1899.
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan, 9 include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Watkins, Hazel and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David Holtsgreene, Paris. Tenn.; for Dec. 29,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Webb,
Murray.
In high school basketball, the
Murray High Lady Tigers beat
Paducah Tilghman 63-46. Monica Green, the Region 1 leading
scorer, led all scorers with 29
points.
Forty years ago
Murray Police Chief James M.
Brown presented his annual report
to the Murray City Council. Brown
and his police force were commended for their services by
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Rudy Bailey, Carte Bailey, Jesse
Bailey and Kenneth Gee are pictured with their limit of rabbits
while hunting.
Fifty years ago
The lodge at Kenlake State
Park, originally scheduled to be
shut down for the winter, will
remain open, according to Edward
Fox, Kentucky Commissioner of
Parks. Efforts of local people
helped to keep the hotel open,
he said.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johns and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hal Adams.
.Sixty years ago
The Rev. H. Franklin Miller is
the evangelist for the revival services now in progress at the Memorial Baptist Church, according to
the Rev. S.E. Byler, church pastor.
Antonio Ochoa, minister from
New York, will speak Jan. 14.
at the Murray Church of Christ,
according. to W.D. Medearis,
church minister.

COMICS/ FEATURFS
Angry husband leaves home
to find a friendly welcome
DEAR ABBY: Recently my
husband. "Byron," and I had an
argument, and he took off in his
truck. He didn't return until after
work the following day. He had
he spent the night at our friend
"Arlene's" house. She is divorced
and lives alone.
Byron assures me "nothing happened"
between
them. I want
to
believe
him, but ever
this
since
incident,
Arlene will
not look me
in the eye or
speak to me.
love
Dear Abby
Byron
and
trusted him
By Abigail
until now. It
Van Buren
hurts to think
that our marriage may be ruined
over a stupid argument. I know
he was intoxicated, but why did
he choose to go to HER home?.
-- BROKEN-HEARTED
DEAR BROKEN-HEARTED: He chose to go to her home
because he knew he would be
welcomed. It's also the reason
Arlene can't look you in the eye.
Marriage counseling for you and
Byron may help you put this to
rest. If he refuses to go with you.
go without him.
P.S. It appears Arlene has an
agenda of her own -- and Byron
may,be one of the items on it.
doiNmlo

DEAR ABBY: I have always
been touched by the acts of kindness stories in your column. When
I was 20. I went into New York
City to attend classes. Upon my
arrival. I was mugged in the bus
station. It was rush hour and I
was too scared to scream.
After the mugger ran off, I
picked up the few belongings that
had fallen out of my handbag.
walked across the street and down
the stairs to the subway. It was
then 1 realized I had no money

to buy a token. I started crying
and couldn't stop.
A middle-aged woman with a
friendly smile arrived and stayed
at my side until the authorities
arrived. She calmed me down and
wouldn't leave until she knew I
was in safe hands. Before she
left, she slipped some money into
my pocket.
After Sept. I I , I heard people
say how "surprised" they were
that New Yorkers "came together." Not me, Abby. I have known
since the day I was mugged that
there are only a few bad apples
in the Big Apple. I hope my good
Samaritan will see your column
and realize what her compassion
and generosity meant to me that
day and ever since. -- STILL
COMMUTING
DEAR STILL COMMUTING: Thanks for an upper of a
letter, which proves that kindheartedness is universal.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: Please help me
and thousands of other payroll
administrators with a public service message. I will be sending
out W-2s this month to current
and former employees. Last year,
I got back about 10 percent of
these W-2s because employees
have moved and left no forwarding addresses. Often the phone
has also been disconnected.
Please remind anyone who has
changed jobs and moved in the
past year to make sure their former employer has their new address
so their W-2 will arrive on the
first try. I have a stack of these
forms that have never been claimed
by former employees and no idea
how to contact them. -- PAYROLL ADMINISTRATOR, FORT
PAYNE, ALA.
DEAR ADMINISTRATOR:
I'm pleased to pass along your
message. The W-2 is proof the
government needs to verify what
someone has been paid and what
has been withheld by the employer. Employers are required to provide one.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 15, the
15th day of 2013. There are 350
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 15, 1943, work was
completed on the Pentagon, headquarters of the U.S. Department
of War pow Defense) - On this date:
In 1559, England's Queen Elizabeth I was crowned in Westminster Abbey.
In 1777,the people of New Connecticut declared their independence. (The republic later became
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Natural sleep aids don't
appear to do much good
DEAR DOCTOR K: Um a
woman in my 60s who struggles
with insomnia. A friend recommended melatonin. What do you
think of this and other natural
sleep aids?
DEAR READER: Many of
my patients have trouble with
insomnia. Now and then, so do
I. There are different types of
probsleep
each
lems,
treated differently. People
can have troufalling
ble
asleep,staying
asleep or waking up tired.
Like you,
some of my
Dr. Komaroff patients are
interested in
By
natural sleep
Dr. Anthony
remedies. The
K0maroff
commost
monly used herbal sleep aid is
valerian root. Some studies suggest that valerian is mildly sedating and can help people fall asleep
and improve their sleep quality. But
the evidence is mixed. An analysis of multiple studies of valerian's effect on sleep published in
2010 concluded that people fell
asleep only about a minute sooner than with a sugar pill. There
also is some risk of liver damage from valerian, and some
women report headaches after
using the herb.
I'm not aware of good studies
of the long-term use of valerian.
Finally, the manufacture of herbal
treatments, unlike conventional
drugs, is not regulated by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Impurities have been found
in some herbal preparations that
are available over-the-counter. For
all these reasons, I don't recommend valerian.
Another popular natural sleep
aid is the one you mentioned,
melatonin, which is a hormone
made in the brain. It influences
body temperature, sleep and daily

Murray

body rhythms (circadian rhytlunsi
The question is whether melatonin taken as a pill can help
with sleep.
For most types of sleep problems, I don't think melatonin has
been shown in scientific studies
to help sleep. Over-the-counter
melatonin is sold as a food supplement in the United States, and
like valerian, its manufacture is
not regulated.
One condition where melatonin
may help sleep is in older adults
People over 60 with insomnia
often have lower levels of nighttime melatonin (as measured in
the urine) than those without
insomnia. Some studies have found
that such people may sleep better if they take melatonin supplements. I would check with a sleep
specialist if you're interested in pursuing this treatment.
If melatonin and valerian root
don't help, you can try alternative approaches. However, their
track record is less established.
Acupressure appears promising. In acupressure. pressure is
placed on acupuncture points without needles.
Tai chi and yoga may help
you fall asleep faster and improve
your quality of sleep. Both have
the added benefits of promoting
mental relaxation as well as muscle relaxation. Meditation may
help as a calming and relaxing technique as well.
You can also try drinking a
cup of chamomile tea before bed.
This age-old home remedy appears
to help people relax and become
drowsy. Chamomile is both mild
and safe. (But avoid it if you're
allergic to plants in the daisy family.)
An excellent, short and inexpensive e-book about treatments
for women battling insomnia is
"Successful Sleep Strategies for
Women" by Harvard Medical
School's Dr. Julia Schlam Edelman. You can learn more about
this book at AskDoctorK.com.
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Hints From Heloise
the state of Vermont.)
Joe DiMaggio got married at San
In 1862, the U.S. Senate con- Francisco City Hall. (The marfirmed President Abraham Lin- riage, however, lasted only about
coln's choice of Edwin M. Stan- nine months.)
ton to be the new Secretary of
In 1961, a U.S. Air Force radar
War, replacing Simon `Cameron.
tower off the New Jersey coast
In 1929, civil rights leader collapsed into the Atlantic Ocean
Martin Luther King Jr. was born during a severe storm, killing all
in Atlanta.
-.28 11)(01.31;0mM.
-In 1947. the mutilated remains -2-'40-1461;:the Green Bay Packof 22-year-old Elizabeth Short. who asof the National Football League
came to be known as the "Black defeated the Kansas City Chiefs
Dahlia," were found in a vacant of the American Football League
Los Angeles lot; her slaying 35-10 in the first AFL-NFL World
remains unsolved.
Championship Game, retroactiveIn 1954, Marilyn Monroe and ly known as Super Bowl I.
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my list on the outside and place HANDY SERIAL NUMBERS
NO 'CC' IN
coupons inside. If I have a coupon,
THE DVDS
Dear Heloise: When I get to
Dear I put a check mark beside the the store, I always wish I had
Heloise: item. I wish that you lived here model numbers of things like the
Recently, I and we could sit and chat for a humidifier (to buy filters) or the
purchased while. — Anne Zimmerman, size of the air-conditioning filters
several movie Omaha, Neb.
I started putting the information
Hi, Anne! I was in your charm- into my cellphone under "conDVDs
that
were labeled ing city years ago for a speech tacts," and the model number or
by
'
- 4!eL0911D and got to visit Offutt Air Force measurements in the phone-numHeloise CAPTION," Base. What a treat! I wish I could ber section. Now I always have
but I - found have a cup of mocha coffee and the information I need. — Marthat the "cc" didn't work. I had chat with you, too! — Heloise
cia, via email
to' return the DVDs. I even pur- PACKING WITH NEWSPAPER
DRYER SHEETS
Dear Heloise: I was packing
Dear Heloise: Upon returning
chased a new DVD player, thinking that my player was the prob- a box and want to pass along a from a trip and unpacking, I toss
hint. I pack the box by stuffing a couple of dryer sheets into each
lem. But it wasn't!
Makes me wonder if manufac- newspaper around and at the top piece of luggage before closing
turers check to determine if the of the items. When everything is and putting away. When opened
closed captioning actually works sealed, I turn the package upside for another trip, it's fresh and
before putting it on the package. down and address that side. That clean-smelling. Any musty or
This is a big problem that needs way, if the address side is up, closed-in odor is eliminated. —
to be addressed. — A Reader, soft newsprint is on bottom for a Jean Milici, Torrington, Conn.
little extra cushion. Bottoms up!
Omaha, Neb.
Send a money-saving or timeWhen you put the DVD in. a — Tom Hammond, Costa Mesa,
saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
menu should appear onscreen. Look Calif.
795000, San Antonio, TX 78279for "options," "settings." "fea- CLEAN PILLOWCASE
Dear Heloise: To help keep 5000, or you can fax it to 1tures." etc. Closed captioning usually is an option that you have pillows clean, always put two cases 210-HELOISE or email it to
to select in the DVD metiu for it back on them! When one case Heloise(at)Heloise.cont. I can't
gets dirty, simply take it off, then answer your letter personally but
to show up. — Heloise
wash the second one when need- will use the best hints received
MONTHLY BILL PAYING
Dear Heloise: A hint: When ed and put two cases back on. in my column.
my monthly bills arrive, I now Works for me. — Faye in Dallas
Faye, I do the same! It helps
(c)2013 by King Features Synpay them by phone or computer,
but there's always an envelope keep the pillow clean, also. — dicate Inc.
included with each bill. I use the Heloise
envelopes for grocery lists. I write
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Legal
Notice

Notice

Help Wooed

Lawn Mowing Services
The Murray Independent Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for lawn mowing services for
the time period from April 1, 2013 to November 30,
2013. Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.,
Thursday February 14, 2013, at the Board Office.
Specifications are on file at the Murray Independent
Board of Education, Carter Administration Building.
208 South 13th Street, Murray KY 42071. The
Murray Independent Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any and/or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding_

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Sell Storage,
270-519-0143

Pursuant to KRS 424.130, a list of delinquent property taxes for 2012 for the City of Murray will be
published in the paper on January 16, 2012. The list
may be viewed at the City Hall Customer Service
Center located at 104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY,
and will be posted on the City of Murray's website at
www.murrayky.gov. The office hours for City Hall
are 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
If you have any questions, please call 762-0300.

Invitation to Bid
Pursuant to apply for a Kentucky State Fire
Commission training facility grant, Calloway County
Fire-Rescue, Inc. is opening bids for installing fire
panel insulation in the departiiient's burn/smoke
building. Insulation is required to protect the block
construction from cracking when used with live fire
training. The building is located at 101 East
Sycamore, Murray, KY,and is block construction
approximately 15 feet long, 15 feet wide, aud 9 feet
tall. Bid proposals can be hantitleliwered, to our main
station at 101 East Sycamore, or mailed to PO Box
612, Murray, KY., and must be received no later
than 22 January, 2013. Calloway County FireRescue, Inc. reserves the right to accept or reject any
or all bids, waive technicalities, re-advertise, or
extend bid solicitation period. For additional information , bid specifications, or to schedule an
appointment to inspect the building, call
12701753-4112.

Cliff & Laura

Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month

ree!

Gorriutc. Control
Available
-247 Surveillance
Pest Control

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lost and Found
DOG lost near Coles
Campground
Road.
Her name is Molly. If
found please call 270978-3270 or
270-753-6948
060
Help Wanted

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger
6 Times

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However,as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
. Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
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Used Cars
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I St. Address
I
City

-- I
Zip

I State
Daytime Ph

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

— I

EXPERIENCED cooks.
dish/prep.
servers,
Apply in person at The
Keg Bar and Grill, 444
Lake Street Futton. KY
42041
LOCAL Ag Retail company seeking seasonal
employees for the
Marshall,
Calloway,
Graves Co. area. CDL
a plus. Drug screen
required. Send resume
to Ag Retail. P.9. Box
1040-H Murray, KY
42071
NOW Hiring CDL-A
new
for
Drivers
and
Dedicated
Shorthaul routes. Also,
have plenty of SE
Regional opportunities.
Part time also available Union City. Home
every weekend Call
866-215-3659

PERSONS needed fo
receptionist work, day
time and evening hours
available.
Seasonal
employment-we
will
train. Call
270-753-9204
PRESCHOOL teachers needed. Apply at
Room to Grow, 109
South 13th Street.
THREE star childcare
facility is looking for an
experienced childcare
provider. Call 753-2077
for further information,
WELDER wanted in
Paris area. Mig and
stick welding. Must be
certified. Pay according
to experience. Fax
resume to
731-593-0513
090
Domestic & Childcare
SEEKING
HOUSES
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095
RETIRED nurse seeking position caring for
elderly or sick person.
270-227-6594

Will stay

with

elderly in their
home. Can live in.

Call Mary @
270-527-2178
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Top Prices Paid For
S Gold & Silver S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
305-D 12th Strec
Murray KY
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161
155
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

o05 E South lith St

(270) 753-1713

Mobile Homes For We

FIRE WOOD
Seasoned Oak
And Hickory
$30 U-Haul
$45 Delivered

270-226-3741
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40
270-293-7893

2002 Clayton, 3BR
28A, mint condition
270-489-2525

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Fuqrdshed
ZEIR
Ready
1,11
Nobody Beats My
21 Hornets SOId

The Backbone Of America

Advertise with us for the best results!
1 x1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Call 753-1916

270-753-5562
3BR mobile home in
county. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

Ask for
Natasha or Carrie

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

We'll be
glad to help!

orner of 121 S & Glendale.
1 OR air apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR
Apts.
and
Duplexes for rent.
Various
locations.
Coleman Real Estate.
270-753-9898
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1 BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Or,
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

ct

IOXIO's & 10315's

2701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Ig

LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU.
plus
$450
deposit. References
required pets ok with
additional deposit
492-8069, 970-8412.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
All equipment included
for turn key
restaurant rib oprlation

Commerical Prop. For Rent

office/retail
Large
space
3
offices1,000sq.ft warehouse.
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for info.
Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Shih-tzu
puppies
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

Farm House

2 BR, 1

BA,
central heating
and air, gas, no
pets, no smoking.
Call 759-1204
after 6:00pm
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

REDUCED 4BR, 3BA,
2,675/sqft, Brick &
Siding home with carport & deck. Corner lot.
City
schools.
$147,000.00
270-761-6150

Used Cars,

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
Imlestrtal/Compercial/lesidestial
James C. Gallimare
WW W.GE CLLC.NET

(270) 759-0890

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales coin
270-753-4461

MCCUISTON
ROOFING

2011 Nissan Versa,
color-expresso, less
than 10.000/mi, hatchback, loaded, extended
Gold warranty, $15,900
OBO. 918-770-3103 or
759-4712

Replacement ancl Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

2007 Jeep Liberty,
95,000 miles, $8400.
Call after 11:30 am
270-293-9269

MURRAY
CONSTRUCTION
& REAL ESTATE, L LC

Campers

FROM OES/GN TO oomPar/ow.
WE WORK WITH Y01/.

2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout,
pull.
30ft. bumper
$8.995 270-293-4602

RES/DENT/Al 44/0 COMMERO/Al

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2BR, 1BA, $535/mo.
978-0742

Nice

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

510
410

28R IBA, No Pets.
North of Murray
270-759-4826

Large 38R, 2 full bath,
C/H/A, walk-in closet.
All appliances plus
lawn service. 227-5173

Services Offered

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

340
Houses For Rent

3BR, 2BA, 1,200sq.ft.,
water/sewer/elec/cable
/internet included, all
newly
appliances,
remodeled, 1yr lease,
$1,150 Mo/dep, pets
with dep. 270-2931200
3BR/26A, garage and
fence. $800/rent and
$800/deposit.
908
North 20th Street. Pick
up application and info
on door. 270-753-8242

530
Services Offered

Hums For Sale

mercial Prop.
For Sale

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..

210
Firewood

SMALL BUSINESS

00ING OUT
BUSINESS

Real Estate

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subiest to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preteris

ence, limitation iv discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handkap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminahon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the saki, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those pnitected
under Federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
W-1000.
Rene P

0111011 ,1111•••
001.00111..
'
,

For Sale
3BR, 2BA, 2 level
bonus
house
with
room. almost lac.
Needs minor updating,
appliances included
except stand-up freezer. $65,000 978-5759

630
Services Offered

1-270-227-0587
Al
Const
Carpentry
New construction All
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates
Larry Nimmo 753-0353

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Itoomow ma; Itmowrrlo#
www.murrayconst.com

270-293-9170

n

eed .S0111 0111 ere

to

3tora your itur

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

ADAMS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Workers
Repairs,
Comp Insured.
270-227-2617
NOW ACCEPTING
CREDIT CARDS
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-228-5576

GARLANE
RENTAL
if you've Wit, we eon store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations• Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat A Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
AN sizes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

CLASSIFIEDS
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Meet the Rabies of 2012!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
ofyour baby born in 2012.

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE
-11N111111111111111111111111111111111111118.
Mae Carroll Cooper

RABIES OF ?on FORM

pi BOY

GIRL

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Ucensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates
227-0267

436-2562.

Reasonab4e Rates
Quality Service

n

NAME OF CHILD

270-873-9916
kentuckylakc
remodeling.00m

Weight:

7
9
6
2
14
5— (
4
8

May 16, 2012
8lbs.• 21"
Mike & Whitney Cooper

Name-

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Removal

a
Send $12 payment, photo, name of
baby, date of birth, weight & length,
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2012
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
no other information will be listed

*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

(270)489-2839

Publication Date: 1/31/13
Deadline to submit photo and
information: 1/23/13 at 5PM
For more information, call
Natasha Hutson or Chelsea Crass
at 753-1916

XII'S WASH'
Ni \\ 1(.l \1
• weekly & special pickups

HIti, SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
AflYaw Isptle Raub

Maadamiyeh from
nearby
mountains and we are hearing
that there are a lot of casualties,'
he said, adding that telephone
lines to the area have been cut.
An amateur video posted
online by activists showed
young men walking over piles
of rubble, searching for people
as women, apparently trapped
inside buildings, could be heard
wailing and crying for help. A
voice in the background said the
video is of Maadamiyeh.
A man cried "God is great" as
the camera closed in on what
appeared to be a child's body
covered in rubble. The child is
face down on the ground next to
another body, with a hand sticking out from under the rubble.
In another video, the bodies of
at least two children could be
seen, their faces bloodied from
what appear to be wounds to the
head. One of the two children, a
toddler, was lying on a gurney
partially covered in green blankets as a woman is heard crying
and screaming : "Why? Why, oh
God, why?"
The caption says the children
were less than a year old and
were killed in the Maadamiyeh
attack Monday.
The videos appeared consistent with activist reports from
the area.
Fighter jets also carried out
fresh airstrikes on the suburb of
Daraya, a strategic suburb close
to a key military air base. Last
week, the government said it has
regained control over more than
half of the suburb.
lyad, the fighter outside
Damascus, said the regime on
Sunday dispatched reinforcements to Daraya. The fresh
troops were trying to advance
and hold the territory,- but have

& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, I. Mulch
(270)293-86,41

• locally owned/operated

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

been unsuccessful.
Monday's attacks come a day
after airstrikes and heavy
shelling killed at least 45 people
in the pamascus area.
The deadliest attack was
reported in eastern Ghouta district, where 24 people, including
eight children, were killed by
government air and artillery
strikes. The rest of the casualties, including 13 rebels killed in
clashes, were in other neighborhoods outside the capital.
Regime
warplanes
also
bombed targets in the north
Monday, hitting rebel positions
inside a sprawling air base in
Idlib province in an effort to
regain control of the facility.
Rebels captured the Taftanaz
helicopter base, which includes
an airstrip, on Friday, dealing a
major blow to Assad's forces
that have relied on its airpower
in the fight against the opposition.
The Observatory said the
rebels retained control of the
Taftanaz base that had been used
by the Syrian government to
carry out airstrikes nationwide
and transports troops and supplies around the country.
A shell fired from Syria landed
on an empty field near the
Turkish border village of
Akcabaglar, in Kilis province
late Sunday, damaging an olive
tree, the state-run Anadolu
Agency reported. No one was
hurt.
NATO has begun deploying
Patriot missiles along Turkey's
southern border with Syria to
protect the NATO ally country
from any possible spillover from
the civil war in Syria. The six
Patriot anti-missile systems are
scheduled to become operational later this month.

ing actress for Anne Hathaway.
But perhaps the biggest news
of the night was from Foster,
who came out without really
coming out and suggested she
was retiring from acting but then
backpedaled a bit backstage.
Foster was this year's recipient
of the Cecil B. DeMille Lifetime
Achievement Award, which is
announced beforehand and is
usually a pretty respectful and
predictable part of the evening.
But the 50-year-old Oscarwinner for "The Silence of the
Lambs" and "The Accused,"
who's been protective of her private life and reluctant to discuss
her sexual orientation, used this
opportunity to speak from the
heart in a rambling and emotional speech that confirmed what
long had been an open secret.
She stated: "I'm just going to
put it out there, loud and proud
... I am, uh, single," pausing for
dramatic effect before that last
word. "I hope you're not disappointed that there won't be a big
coming-out speech tonight. I
already did my coming-out
about a thousand years ago hack
in the Stone Age."
She also made it sound as if

this would be her last time on
stage, but clarified for reporters
afterward: "I could never stop
acting. You'd have to drag me
behind a team of horses. I'd like
to be directing tomorrow. I'm
more into it than I have ever
been."
Among the other multiple
winners of the night, "Django
Quentin
Unchained,"
Tarantino's spaghetti Westernblaxploitation mashup, earned
two awards: for supporting actor
Christoph Waltz as a charismatic bounty hunter And for
Tarantino's script. The writerdirector thanked his friends for
letting him read scenes to them
as he works through his scripts.
"Zero Dark Thirty," which
also has been a major contender
throughout awards season,
earned Jessica Chastain a bestactress Globe for her portrayal
of a driven CIA operative at the
center of the hunt for Osama bin
Laden.
On the television side, "Game
Change" and "Homeland" were
the big winners with three
awards apiece. "Game Change,"
the made-for-HBO movie about
2008 vice-presidential nominee
Sarah Palin, won for best
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MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
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(2701226-5444
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A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Jan. 16, 2013:
In recent months, Turkey fired This year you become more forthright and direct, especially where
artillery across the frontier to your domestic life is involved. To some people. your energy is
retaliate for Syrian shells hitting inconsistent and changes with the snap of a finger. You could be
Turkish soil, after five civilians doing more questioning and thinking. A family member also could
were injured in October.
be unusually mercurial. If you are single, you are most likely to meet
It was not clear however, someone of importance come summertime. If you are attached, your
whether Turkish troops had significant other becomes even more dynamic. There is no lack of
excitement in your household! ARIES is used to commanding and
retaliated to Sunday's shelling.
The fighting has rage in Syria being in control. Try to avoid a collision.
at a relentless pace despite a
recent diplomatic push to try to The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4secure a peaceful settlement to Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
the nearly 2-year-old conflict,
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
which the U.N. estimates has ***
Methods of communication and tentative plans could be
killed more than 60,0(X) people. revised, and you'll have to adjust accordingly. A boss might be changIn a speech earlier this month. ing his or her style. Refuse to make a judgment just yet. You could be
Assad dismissed international somewhat unpredictable at this point, even to yourself. Tonight: All
calls tolvlinquish power and smiles.
vower to continue fighting TAURUS (April 20-May 20) 7*** You might be stressed out by what is going on around you. As
rebels. '
you observe more, you'll come to a most unexpected realization.
The speech was condemned Process
what you see, and be willing to letgo and head in a different
by the U.S. and its Western and direction. Stay centered. Tonight: Take some much-needed private
Gulf Arab allies, while Assad's time.
backers in Russia and Iran said GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
his proposal should be consid- **** Focus on what you want, and do not settle. Relate to others
on a one-on-one level. A change within a personal or professional tie
ered.
could
change a situation. Be more upbeat. Understand what is going
Those fighting to topple the
on with a somewhat unpredictable friend. Tonight: Find your friends.
regime, including rebels on the CANCER (June 21-July 22)
ground. have repeatedly said **** If you can change direction, do so. You might want to
they will accept nothing less approach a key associate or a close family member in a different way.
than the president's departure, Take a hard look at this person. He or she has been changing right in
dismissing any kind of settle- front of your eyes. Tonight: Tonight: A must appearance.
ment that leaves him in the pic- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Keep reaching out to someone at a distance. You could be
ture.
jolted by forthcoming information. Don't react; instead, process what
Russia's Foreign Minister you are hearing. You'll come up with a strong and amiable
solution
Sergey
Lavrov
criticized that feels comfortable for everyone involved. Tonight: Take in new visWestern demands that Assad tas.
step down. While acknowledg- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ing that the initiatives to talk to ***** Relate to a specific person directly who is very important to
the opposition, "probably don't you. Your interest in a creative matter peaks. Take in a new perspective and accept a different idea. Brainstorm with others, and help
go far enough," Lavrov called
them see your vision. Tonight: Only with someone you really care
on the opposition to come up about.
with their plan to end the blood- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
shed.
**** Others feel as if they need certain information. Lighten up
"If I were in the opposition's about the possibilities for why they want this information. Let go of
place, I would put forth my own tension, and your attitude will change. Others also will respond differideas in response on how to ently. Count on the unexpected. Tonight: Let the fun begin.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
establish a dialogue," Lavrov ***** Listen to
news, and work on responding appropriately. Your
said Sunday during a visit to knee-jerk response could be nothing less than problematic. You
Ukraine.
might opt to use more self-discipline than you have in the past.
Consider what is going on with you. Tonight: Errands, gym and then
home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Someone close to you could be encouraging you to take a
motion picture or miniseries risk. This person actually might be trying to lure you into a trap. Your
made for television, best actress instincts say "no," and therefore, you might want to cut the bait. Listen
for Julianne Moore and best to your sixth sense. Tonight: Lighten up the moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
supporting actor for Ed Harris' *** You could feel hassled and
challenged on some level. You
portrayal of John McCain. know when enough is enough, but you might have some difficulty
"Homeland" was named best establishing clear boundaries. A matter involving property or a family
TV drama series, and its stars member seems to be running right over you. Tonight: It's OK to say
Claire Danes and Damian Lewis "no."
received the dramatic acting AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Listen to a suggestion. Someone comes forward and surawards.
prises you with some unexpected news. Know that you are constantCo-hosts Tina Fey and Amy ly changing. What has worked in the past might not work
any longer.
Poehler, longtime friends and Honor who you are -- not what you once did. Tonight: At a favorite
collaborators, had playfully haunt.
snarky fun with several mem- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
bers of the audience including *** Be careful as to how you present a money matter in a meeting
Taylor Swift, Day-Lewis, or with a friend. You are changing your perspective, and this person
Bigelow and even former is, too. You are more intuitive than you realize, Follow your sixth
sense. Extremes dominate a situation. Tonight: All smiles.
President Bill Clinton, who
arrived on stage to rock-star BORN TODAY
applause when he introduced Model Kate Moss (1974), singer Aaliyah (1979), author Dr. Laura
"Lincoln" as one of the best-pic- Schlessinger (1947)
ture nominees.
Fey and Poehler were also
G Ire IE 1E WI M IV G aS
If you are a NEWCOMER
competing against each other for
to Murray/Calloway Co.
best actress in a TV comedy
Call SYLVIA SANERT
series, Fey for "30 Rock" and
AT (270) 227-5456
Poehler for "Parks
and
OR 759-9216
Recreation."
COMMUNITY GREE77NO SERVICE
Neither won. Lena Dunham
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
claimed the comedy series
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
Globe for "Girls."
professional people. It's their way of saying. -We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County"
Poehler's final wotds also
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
"We're going home with Jodie
since 1946 almost 60 years!
Foster!"

'Argo "Les Mis' win at Golden Globes
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) — Ben Affleck got some
vindication and Jodie Foster
made a revelation at the Golden
Globe Awards.
Affleck's "Argo" earned him
best motion picture drama and
director honors at Sunday
night's ceremony. The awards
came just a few days after
Affleck was surprisingly omitted from the best-director category at the Academy Award
nominations.
These wins seem to shake up
the Oscar race, in which Steven
Spielberg's stately, historical
epic 'Lincoln" was looking like
a juggernaut. Despite seven
Golden Globe nominations,
"Lincoln" earned just one
award: best actor for Daniel
Day-Lewis' intense, richly
detailed portrayal of Abraham
Lincoln.
The other big winner of the
Foreign
Press
Hollywood
Association's honors was "Les
Miserables." Based on the international musical sensation and
Victor Hugo's novel of strife and
redemption in 19th century
France, it won best picture musical or comedy. best actor for
Hugh Jackman and best support-

4

ins tallistiOn

Activists say 13 killed in airstrike near Damascus
BEIRUT (AP) — A Syrian
airstrike slammed into a house
in a rebellious suburb of
Damascus early Monday, killing
at least 13 people including
eight children, activists said, as
President Bashar Assad's regime
ramped up its operations against
the opposition strongholds ringing the capital.
Government forces have used
warplanes and multiple rocket
launchers over the past 24 hours
in what activists described as
some of the heaviest barrages of
the Damascus region since the
government launched an offensive in November to dislodge
rebels from the capital's outskirts. At least 45 people were
killed in a government barrage
on Sunday, opposition groups
said. ..
The air raid early Monday
struck a home in the southern
suburb of Maadamiyeh when
residents were still inside, the
Britain-based
Syrian
Observatory for Human rights
and other activists said. Locals
pulled 13 bodies. — including
those of eight children — from
the rubble, the Observatory said,
adding that at least seven more
people remain trapped.
Syrian state media, however.
refuted that account, and blamed
rebels for the deaths in
Maadamiyeh. The official
SANA news agency said "terrorist" fired a shell at the neighborhood from nearby Daraya, hitting a residential building and
causing casualties.
"The noise from the bombardment is astounding today," a
fighter who identified himself as
lyad said by satellite phone from
an area near Maadamiyeh.
"The regime is using all kinds
of weaponry, they are shelling

•
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DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC

%turrity 1

Sudoku w a number -ptaang puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The °bled is to place the numbers 1 lo
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
, once The *Meaty level
3x3 box contains the same number on)
of the Conceotts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

270-293-8192

Date of Birth:
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By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
What won Murray State a
game Saturday, probably lost
the Racers a contest Monday
night.
After a second-half surge
against Austin Peay that
included a big run in the
game's final minutes to secure
a win in the Dunn Center, the
Racers couldn't muster a simiagainst
performance
lar
Belmont, falling 59-50 at the
CFSB Center.
Murray State (9-7, 2-3) led
by as many as 12 points early
in the second half, but head
coach Rob Cross said his team
just wasn't as tough as Belmont
down the stretch, something
they certainly were against the
Lady Goys over the weekend.
"We were in the same position we were on Saturday
against Austin Peay," Cross
said. "The last five minutes of
the game (Belmont) was just a
lot tougher than us. They dominated us on the glass, we were
out-rebounding them and they
ended up out-rebounding us for
the game, and they dominated
us the last five minutes or so of
the game on the glass.
"That was a major difference."
Murray State senior Tessa
Elkins, who pitched in her secdouble-double
ond-straight
with a 10 -point. 10 rebound
effort against ,the Bruins, said
the Racers are in a position for
a simple fix — just be tougher.
"We just have to want it
every single minute," she said,
"we can't give up. Half of the
time we are tough, but we have
to be tough for 20 minutes
straight (in a half) and we can't
just let .up for two minutes and
let them go on a run and then
not l'espond to their runs as
well."
5-1)
(l0-8.
Belmont
outscored the Racers by 13
points in the second half aided
by a 9-0 run early in the second
half.
Neither team shot particularly well. and Cross said he
was pleased with his team's
effort on the defensive end of
the floor, but said the game was
lost with Murray State's inability to knock down shots.

By DAVID RAINEY
Sports Writer
Ky.
PADUCAH,
Community Christian Academy
has certainly seen enough of the
Murray High Lady Tigers.
• The Lady Tigers posted their
third win of the season over the
Lady Warriors in quarterfinal
play of Touchstone Energy All
'A' Classic First Regional
Paducah
at
Tournament
Tilghman High School 77-28.
Murray roared out to a 10-2
lead and then ran off 18 straight
points in posting their third win
of the season over CCA, a 4th
District opponent. And coming
off a big win over crosstown
rival Calloway County, the All
'A' was enough of a motivation
for the Lady Tigers.
"We really try to play our
best in this tournament so we
can go to state," junior forward
Julie Thiede, who had 10 points
and seven rebounds for the Lady
Tigers, said. "It's a lot different
playing a team where it is very
important. ft's different playing
this team in this kind of atmosphere. But we were ready for it."
"I don't think it is hard to get
motivated to play a game in the
Class 'A' regional," Lady Tiger
coach Rechelle Turner said.
"This is such an important week
for us and we knew that if we
got the kids started off pressing
and trapping that we would get
Belmont's Katie Brooks(32) while Katie Crroll
effort from them. The kids
(Above) Murray State freshman Erika Sisk dribbles out of pressure from
good
(Below) Racer senior guard Tessa Elkins played hard - they ran the floor
pursues during the first half of Monday night's 59-50 loss at the CFSB Center.
contests.
and shared the basketball really
goes airborne for a pass while Brooks watches on and Adrienne Tarrence
well."
The Racers finished 25.4 she's a 40 percent 3-point
Murray led 30-7 after the first
shooter, she's got to shoot it.
percent from the field.
quarter - despite only 2 points
"We've got to do a better job
"We didn't play poorly,"
from senior guard Janssen
ly, there's just no
offensive
disapnot
Cross said. "I'm
Starks, who torched the Lady
pointed with overall how we question. 1 thought we got.off
Warriors for 40 earlier this
played. I thought defensively to a good start in the second
month in Murray.
we were good for the most part, half and then 1 feel like we ran
Starks handed out six assists
holding Belmont to 34 percent out of gas."
in the first quarter as a host of
Elkins and Sisk logged 38
from the field, that was a nice
Lady Tigers picked up the scorand 37 minutes each, numbers
job.
ing slack as Turner mixed and
"We just didn't execute well Cross said was just too high,
matched lineups.
enough and to shoot 25 percent and the Racers struggled with
"We went big some times, we
from the floor, it's just tough to Belmont's length early in the
went . smaller. But everybody
beat a pretty good team. first half.
came in and did their jobs. We
The Bruins blocked six
Belmont has a pretty good team
feel great about our rotation,"
and that's what it comes down shots in the first 20 minutes,
Turner said. "We've got several
and Cross said the Racers
to."
kids who can play and we've
The Racers were led by weren't, 'looking to score'
even got some kids on the bench
Erika Sisk's 14 points while throughout the entire game.
who haven't got in the rotation.
Belmont finished 20 for 22
Elkins Was the only other
We're really excited about what
Murray State player in double- from the foul line after not
is going on with our young
attempting a free throw in the
figures.
kids."
half, meanwhile the
first
Mariah
scorer
Leading
Murray built the lead to 51Robinson was held to just nine Racers were 16 for 23 from the
16 at the half, and then Starks
points on 2 for 10 shooting, and stripe. Belmont also outturned it on in third quarter, endCross said his captain and a rebounded the Racers 42-41.
ing with a game-high 21 points.
The two clubs were even in
host of others have to step up
She also had seven assists for
points in the paint and close in
on the offensive end.
the game.
off turnovers, but
point
"We kind of just threw some
CCA coach Todd Caner
shots up," he said. "I don't Belmont got 17 points off the
think- Mariah was trusting herself like she normally does,

Thunderbolt Aquatics takes home meet
Staff Report
Thunderbolt Aquatics and
the Murray Youth and Parent
Group hosted their annual
United States Swimming competition last weekend at the
Susan E. Bauernfeind Student
Wellness
and
Recreation
Center at Murray State
University.
This year, 200 athletes from
Kentucky and Tennessee competed in the event.
The Thunderbolts came
away with the overall team victory, scoring 4,924 points. The
nearest competitor was more
than 500 points behind.
First time competitor Grace
Wilson recorded 30 points for
the Thunderbolts and placed
5th in the girls six and under
age group.

Fellow first timer, Sam
Moore scored 34 points on his
way to a 2nd place finish in the
boys six and under age group.
Catherine Creekmore led
the 7-8 year old girls by scoring 49.50 points and finishing
I 1 th while Meg Robinson
added 40.50 points and finished in 13th position. Hannah
Cary finished 14th scoring 37
points and Jayden Thorn contributed 30 points and tied for
17th position. Taylor Frantz
would round out the girls by
finishing 19th in the division
by adding 23 points.
Quincy Tobergte scored 91
points and brought home the
High Point Trophy for the
Bolts in the 7-8 year old boys
age group while new comers
Jonathan Dick scored 54 points

and finished in 6th place.
Porter Chambers scored 46
points and tied for 7th position
and Wesley McCuiston recorded 19 points, finishing I I th
overall in his first USA
Swimming competition.
Avery Greer swam to 6th
place finish with a score of 100
points in the 9-10 Girls Age
Group.
New corner Caroline Kim
added 47 points finishing 14th
overall while Olivia Feldhaus
contributed 20 points, to go
with her 18th place finish.
Whitney Dawson finished
25th overall in the 9-10 Girls
Age Group.
The Thunderbolts 9-10 year
old boys scored a combined
533 points.
Cooper Houck scored 164

points finishing 2nd in the boys
9-10 age group. Ashkan Nabavi
and Daniel Klukan would add
141 and 123 points and finish
5th and 6th respectfully.
Chance Tobergte swam to a
10th place finish, scoring 86
points in his effort . Eli McKee]
added 18 points finishing 14th
and newcomer Isaiah Johnson
finished in 19th place.
The Bolts 11-12 year old
girls scored a combined 873
points led by Neely Gibson
who finished with 197 points
and the High Point Trophy in
the division.
Zuzu Houck finished 2nd to
Gibson adding 164 points to
the girls total. Hannah Gibson,
Finley,
Lauren
Erin
Montgomery. Audrey Renick.
mi see SWIM, 12A
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From Page 11A
clearly had seen enough, earning
back-to-back technicals and an
ejection with 2:24 left in the
third quarter.
to
advances
Murray
Thursday's semifinals to face the
winner of St. Mary-Heath.
Those two teams face off tonight
at 5 p.m. In the other girls guar
Ballard
Monday,
terfinal
Memorial defeated Reidland
27.
"We're going to get everybody's best game," Turner said.
"But we feel that if we play well
and do the things that we've
been doing, we've got a great
chance. But we also know on
any given night, we can get
beat."
The championship game is
set for 6 p.m. Saturday.
Murray has now won eight
games in a row and stands at 153 on the season. CCA, which
earned a spot in the quarters of
the 12-team tournament by
knocking off Fulton County 4223 Saturday fell to 2-12.

Cards waste little time
proving new ranking
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
HARTFORD, Conn.(AP)Louisville waited 20 minutes to
prove the Cardinals deserved the
No. 1 ranking.
It took the same amount of
time for their guards to show they
could be the best backcourt in the
country even when they don't
spend all that much time together
on the court.
Russ Smith had 23 points and
Peyton Siva managed 11 in a
foul-plagued 22 minutes and the
Cardinals, playing just hours
after they moved to the top of the
poll, beat Connecticut 73-58 on
Monday night.
The Cardinals (16-1, 4-0 Big
East) won their 11th straight
game and like the others they
relied on their star backcourt and
pressure defense.
Siva, the conference preseason Player of the Year, picked up
his second foul just 3:47 into the
game. Not only did the Cardinals
lose a veteran leader when the
senior went Qut but Smith, the
leading scorer at 18.7 points per
game, had to assume more of a
role in running the offense. It didn't hurt his scoring much, though,
as he had 15 points on 7-of-13
shooting as Connecticut took a
34-28 halftime lead.
Siva picked up his third foul
with 14:21 to play in the game
and he returned to the bench.
When he came back in the game
with 10 minutes left. Smith went
to the bench for treatment. Siva
hit a 3-pointer 50 seconds later as
part of the game-changing 19-5
run.
"We did a good job of weathering a Peyton Siva storm, with
him out," Louisville coach Rick
Pitino said. "Once he came back
and we weathered that storm, we
were able to play much better
defense and much better
offense."
That is an understatement.
The pressure defense that
drops into a matchup zone forced
Connecticut into turnover after
turnover and when the Huskies
did get to shoot it was almost
always a miss.
"They deserve the No. 1 ranking," Connecticut coach Kevin
011ie said. "They have talent.
They play together. They play
hard. Whoever's open they get

Murray High
CCA

30 21 17 9'- 77
7 9 5 7 - 28

Murray High - Starks 21, Thiede 10,
Clark 9, Waldrop 8, ma. Turley 7,
Grogan 7 Trice 6, Mo. Turley 2, Lamb 2,
Ramey 2. Duncan 1
FG: 31-79 3-pt: 1-11 FT: 14-22
Rebounds: 48
CCA - Carter 9, Meadows 6, Peyton 6,
Rudy 2, Deiardins 3
FG: 10-59 3-pt.: 4-20. FT: 4-8.
Rebounds: 35
FRED BECKHAM / AP
Louisville's Russ Smith (2) shoots while being guarded
by Connecticut's Tyler Olander during the second half of
an NCAA college basketball game in Hartford, Conn.,
Monday, Jan. 14, 2013. Louisville won 73-58.
the ball to. And they have those 28 lead but that's when Louisville
two amazing guards. Siva and started looking like the No. 1
Russ put pressure on our offense team in the country.
They went on an 8-0 run in
and defense the whole night."
Connecticut, which shot 53.8 which Smith had four points and
percent from the field in the first Siva two. That was part of a 19-5
half, had just three field goals in burst that gave Louisville a 47-41
the opening 13 minutes of the lead with 12:18 to play.
"They came out in the second
second half as Louisville went
and I don't know what Pitino
half,
who
Huskies,
The
60-44.
ahead
went 9 minutes without a field said to the, but he must have
goal at one stretch, had trouble something," 011ie said. "They
moving the ball against the full- played very, very hard in the seccourt pressure and 2-3 zone of ond half, They took it to us."
The only other time Louisville
the Cardinals. The Huskies had
seven turnovers in the first 11 was ranked No. 1 in The
minutes of . the second half, Associated Press' Top 25 was the
matching their total in the first final poll of 2008-09. The
Cardinals won the national chamhalf.
"In the second half, we came pionship in 1980 and 1986 but
out and we put it all together," the AP does not conduct -a postSiva said. "The second half, I just NCAA tournament poll.
The Cardinals are the third
tried to get everybody going.'
Louisville shot 60.7 percent in team to hold the No. 1 spot this
the second half(17 of 28)and hit season along with Indiana and
an even 50 percent for the game. Duke and they celebrated the
Connecticut scored the first move with the convincing road
basket of the second half for a 36- win.

•Racers ...
From Page 11A
bench to just eight for the
Racers.
"I'm not disappointed in the
effort," Cross said. "I'm disappointed in the fact that
(Belmont) was tougher than us.
It's not that we weren't going
after balls late in the game, it's
that they were tougher.
"I think they probably had
more left in the tank, but the
toughness is what I'm disappointed in, not the performance."
Murray State
Belmont
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Morehead Stale at Southeast Missouri
State, 7 p m
Jacksonville State at Tennessee State 7
pm

10iSAA Sports
Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
1st Regron All 'A' Classic
at Graves County
Reidlencl 67 Fulton Co 35
Ballard Memorial 54, Fulton City 46
Hickman Co 86. Christian Fellowship 39
Monday
1st Region AS 'A' Classic
at Paducah TlIghrnan
St. Mary vs Ballard Mernonal, 8 p m.
Today
lioplunsvete at Graves Co. 7-30 p.m.
Lone Oak at Marshall Co., 7.30 pm.
Superman Omsk
at Massac Co., IN.
Calloway Co vs Massac Co IN.

Women's Basketball
Saturday
Murray State 77. Austin Peay 72
Belmont 58, UT-Martin 56
Eastern Kentucky 62 Morehead Siatto 52
Eastern Illinois 76, Jacksonville Stale 53
Tennessee Tech 66, SW-Edwardsville 56
Monday
Belmont 59, Murray State 50
Morehead State 77, Austin Peay 71
Eastern Illinois 89, Tennessee Tech 79
SW-Edwardsville 80 Jacksonville State
58
Tennessee State 68 Southeast Mis‘riin
State 58

KfriSAA Sports
Prep Girls Basketball
Saturday
1st Region All 'A' Classic
at Paducah Tilghman
Carlisle Co 62. Fulton City 30
CCA 42, Fulton Co 23
Reciend 59, HiCkr11811 Co 57 (201)
Mondry
Henderson Co 68, Paducah Tilghman
51
let Region Al 'A' Classic
at Paducah Tilghman
Ballard Memonal 62, Reit:lend 27
Murray High 77, CCA 28
Today
Graves Co at Calloway Co., 745 p.m.

OVC Sports
Men's Basketball
Saturday
Murray State 71, Austin Peay 68
Belmont 90, UT-Martin 53
EaMem Kentucky 59, Morehead State 52
Jacksonville State 61. Eastern Illinois 55
SIU-Edwardsville 58, Tennessee Tech 54
Tennessee Slate 81, Southeast Missoud
State 69
Thursday
EaMem Illinois at Murray State, 7 p m
SILI-Edwardsvilie at Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Belmont, 7 pm

Vol.

College Basketball
Malor Scores
Monday
East
Louisvrle 73, UConn 58
NJIT 66 Fairieigh Diciurvson 63
South
Appalachian St 63, UNC Greensboro 70
Ark.-Pine Bluff 62, Alcorn St. 52
Cot ol Charleston 73. The Citadel 69
Cowin St 79, SC State 58
Elon 80, W Carolina 67
Furman 69, Wofford 65
Georgia Southern 70, Davidson 57
Hampton 70, QUIfIlliplaC 64
NC AST 68, Florida A81,4 40
NC Central 75, Bethune-Cookrnan 66
Norfolk St 54, Howard 49
Savannah St. 78, Morgan St 70 20T
Southern U 88, MVSU 54
Midwest
Kansas 61, Baylor 44
Southwest
Prairie View 73, ladison St. 59
Texas Southern 95, Grarnbling St. 50
UTEP 72, Houston Baptist 44
Far West
Weber St 70 Idaho St 54

11111111114wKIIIIIIFIC
1111111111111r SALB11
JANUARY 19-20 • SATURDAY: 9-5 SUNDAY 94
JUUAN CARROU.CONVENTION CENTER
415 PARK STREET PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

26 24 - 50
22 37 - 59

saawatioF
1." 'sf 1I 41 Amway

Murray State (9-7, 2-3)-Sisk 14,
Elkins 10, Robinson 9, Winfrey 7, Babic
6, Dine 2. BUIVINS&LOAYLB 11
FO: 15-59 3-et.: 4-21 fit le-23
Rebounds: 41 Turnovers: 14
Belmont (10-8, 5-1)- Canol 13,
Brooks 10. Visbeen 10, Coleman 9,
Luttman 8, Vaught 5, Terrence 4
FG: 18-52 3-pt: 3-13 FT: 20-22
Rebounds: 42 Turnovers: 15
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•Swim ...
From Page 11A
and Karena O'Bryan would
add a collective 467 points
with their 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and
10th place finishes respectfully
in the 11-12 Girls Age Group.
Liza Barlutska added 37
points and a 14th place finish
and Kindra Bray would add 8
points and a 16th place finish.
Ryan Driscoll's 160 points
and 2nd place finish led the
Bolts in the boys 11-12 year
old division. Beau Osborne
added 132 points and a 4th
place finish. Lucas Wilson contributed 73 points and an 8th
place finish while Tyler King
finished 9th with 60 points:
Nicole
Gibson,
Abby
McGee, Natalie Hahs and
Megan M Wilson finished 2nd,
3rd, 4th and 5th overall
respectfully adding 586 points
to the team tally.
Faith Thornton swam to 8th
place with 77 points while
Lauren Hepner added 35
points.
Celeste Siqueiros scored 24
points and finish 10th and 12th
respectfully.
New Comer Isaac Finley
swam to a High Point Trophy
in the 13-14 year old boys age
group, scoring 148 points.
Graham Gibson scored
3rd,
finishing
141points
Benson Jones scored 134
points in his 4th place finish.
Aaron Sikkel and newcomer
Hunter Epperson added 5,7 and
20 points with their 10th and
12th place finishes respectfully.
Carli Merrick represented
the Bolts in the open girls age
group and adding 100 points
and a 6th place finish, while
Daniel McGee scored 197
points in his High Point
Victory in the open men's age
group. Marco 0'Bryan finished
2nd overall and contributed
152 points. Eb Weber and Trent
Lyons added a combined 198
points with a 6th and 7th place
finish respectfully.

"It was a great showing by
all the kids", Head Coach Rich
Tobergte said. "The kids have
been working hard and they are
well deserving of this hard

fought team victory."
The Thunderbolts will head
to Bowling Green at the end of
January to resume competition
again.
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